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Abstract 

With growing need to cut emissions related to transportation, new methods to reduce 
aero/hydrodynamical drag are being developed constantly. Drag can be divided into 
friction and pressure drag. One promising branch of approaches to reduce friction drag 
are the active methods. This thesis focuses on the active drag reduction by means of 
traveling transversal surface waves. Previously, this method has been shown to yield 
friction drag reduction of order several percentages in experimental conditions. So far, 
the research has focused on studying near-wall changes of flow statistics in connection 
with the surface actuation. Present thesis analyses and compares the large-scale turbu-
lent structures above actuated and non-actuated surface. Structures of interest are the 
uniform momentum zones(UMZ). The experimental data comprises of a large dataset of 
high resolution particle image velocimetry (PIV) measurements and a micro-particle 
tracking velocimetry (µ-PTV) measurements. The PIV is used to study the large-scale 
turbulent structures and the µ-PTV to obtain information on drag reduction. Contrary to 
previous research on uniform momentum zones, clear dependency on the detection 
window size and the number of detected zones is observed. This is explained by the abil-
ity to detect smaller structures due to the high resolution experimental data. Results 
show that the number of UMZs is decreased due to the surface actuation. Additionally, 
these structures seem to be pushed away from the wall during the upward motion and 
pulled back during the downward motion. No significant changes in the average speed of 
the zones under surface actuation are noticed. Using conditional averaging, it is noticed 
that the speed and the location of the UMZ are correlated with the streamwise averaged 
velocity close to the viscous sub-layer.  This is interpreted to be in-line with the superpo-
sition of logarithmic layer large-scale motions on the near-wall velocity fluctuations. 
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Tiivistelmä 

Kasvava tarve pienentää liikenteestä johtuvia päästöjä on johtaa kasvavaan tarpeeseen 
kehittää uusia menetelmiä pienentää aero-ja hydrodynaamista vastusta. Tämä vastus 
voidaan jakaa kitka-ja painevastukseen. Eräs lupaava kehityshaara vastuksen 
vähentämisessä ovat niin kutsututut aktiiviset menetelmät. Tässä diplomityössä 
keskitytään tutkimaan aktiviivista menetelmää, jossa kitkavastusta pienennetään 
aaltomaisella,  virtauksen suuntaan nähden poikittain etenevällä pinnan 
muodonmuutoksella. Aiemmin menetelmän on havaittu pienentävän kitkavastusta 
useilla prosenteilla. Tähän asti kyseiseen menetelmään liittyen vain lähellä seinämää 
oleva virtauskenttä on ollut tutkimuksen kohteena. Tässä diplomityössä analysoidaan ja 
vertaillaan turbulentteja virtausrakenteita tavallisen ja aktuoidun pinnan yläpuolella 
olevassa rajakerroksessa. Erityisesti tutkimuksen kohteena ovat yhtenäisen liikemäärän 
alueet (UMZ). Kokeellinen aineisto koostuu suuresta, korkean resoluution PIV 
mittauksesta sekä mikro-PTV mittauksesta. Työssä PIV:tä käytetään selvittämään 
rajakerroksessa esiintyvät suuren skaalan turbulentit virtausrakenteet kun taas µ-PTV 
menetelmällä todennetaan kirtavastuksen vähentyminen. Vastoin aiempia tutkimuksia 
liittyen UMZ:hin selvä riippuvuus havainnointi-ikkunan ja keskimääräisen havaittujen 
alueiden lukumäärän välillä on nähtävissä. Tämä selittyy korkean mittausresoluution 
mahdollistamalla kyvyllä havaita aiempaa pienempiä rakenteita. Tulokset osoittavat, 
että keskimääräinen UMZ lukumäärä rajakerroksessa pienenee aktuaation seurauksena, 
tämän lisäksi rakenteiden havaitaan liikkuvan seinämän liikkeiden mukana. 
Rakenteiden nopeuden ei havaita merkittävästi muuttuvan aktuaatiosta johtuen. 
Ehdollisia keskiarvoja käyttämällä havaitaan että UMZ:jen nopeus ja sijainti korreloivat 
viskoosin alikerroksen hetkellisten nopeuksien kanssa. Tämän tulkitaan olevan 
yhteensopiva aiempien havaintojen suurten ja pienten turbulenttien rakenteiden 
keksinäsen vuorovaikutuksen, erityisesti superposition kanssa. 
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Symbols & Abbreviations 
 

Re - Reynolds number 

T [s] Actuator wave period 

U∞ [m/s] Freestream velocity 

u [m/s] Streamwise velocity component 

v [m/s] Wall normal velocity component 

x [m] Streamwise coordinate 

y [m] Wall normal coordinate 

  

ℒx [m] Detection window length 

 

𝒪 - Order operator “big O” 

δ [m] Boundary layer thickness, with experimental data 99% thickness 

λ [m] Wave length of traveling surface wave 

μ [Pa∙s] Dynamic viscosity (also used as prefix for millionth)  

ν [m2/s] Kinematic viscosity  

ρ [kg/m3] Density 

Θ [m] Momentum thickness 

τ [Pa] Shear stress 

 

LSM  Large-scale motion 

NA  Non-actuated 

PIV  Particle image velocimetry 

PTV  Particle tracking velocimetry 

TNTI  Turbulent/ non-turbulent interface 

UMZ  Uniform momentum zone 

VLSM  Very large-scale motion 

µ-PTV  Micro particle tracking velocimetry 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 

According to Eurostat, a Directorate-General of the European Commission, transportation pro-

duced 23% of the global greenhouse gas emissions in 2015 (Eurostat, 2017).  A great deal of 

emissions related to transportation are due to aero-and hydrodynamic drag. Depending on the 

application, there are a multitude of different sources of drag. One that all means of transporta-

tion have in common is the frictional drag. Frictional drag can constitute 55%  of the total drag 

on a commercial airplane (Géza, Gölling, ;, & Wood, 2006) and over 70% of typical tanker vessel 

(L. Larsson, H. Raven., & Paulling, 2010). Motivation to understand frictional drag and ways to 

possibly reduce it is then obvious. 

Turbulence is a highly chaotic state of fluid motion and it remains to be one of the unsolved 

mysteries of classical physics. Despite extensive research on this subject over past hundred 

years, many aspects remain to be undisclosed. The majority of fluid flows relevant to engineer-

ing perspectives are turbulent. Further narrowing down, most of these flows are cases of so-

called wall-bounded turbulence, where interaction with some solid wall plays a crucial role. 

When it comes to frictional drag involved with transportation, subcase of wall turbulence, 

namely turbulent boundary layers, is of interest. Turbulent boundary layers are characterized by 

asymmetrical geometry with a single wall over which fluid flows, forming a region above the 

surface where velocity changes from zero velocity at the surface to match the velocity of sur-

rounding free stream. This region is called boundary layer.  

The thesis focuses on two major research aspects. The first is on the research of active drag re-

duction on turbulent boundary layer with transversal traveling surface waves. A large contribu-

tion to this research comes from the Institute of Aerodynamics of RWTH Aachen University in 

Germany, where drag reduction properties of wall deformation have been investigated both by 

numerical and experimental methods.   

The second focus of this thesis is on the research of large-scale coherent structures in a drag-

reduced turbulent boundary layer. Despite the chaotic nature of turbulence, research has been 

able to identify coherent flow structures within turbulent flows. Role and significance of these 

structures are under debate and it is, by no means, possible to be fully reviewed within the 

scope of this thesis. Previous research on active drag reduction with surface waves has already 

addressed structures near wall namely low-momentum streaks and quasi-streamwise vortices 

(Roggenkamp, 2017). The focus here is put on a type of structure found further away from the 

wall, called uniform momentum zones (UMZs). To study UMZs, a method for detecting them 

from experimental flow field measurements is implemented and the properties of detected 

zones are analyzed with and without a surface actuation. The goal of this thesis is to analyze 

possible links between drag reduction by spanwise traveling transversal waves and UMZ struc-

tures. 
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1.1 Background 
 

In this review, an attempt is to give the reader a glance at some of the most fundamental papers 

issuing coherent turbulent structures as well as some of the more recent findings related to uni-

form momentum zones. Before we proceed further, it is important to note that many aspects 

involving turbulent coherent structures and their significance are still under ongoing debate 

and no scientific consensus has been reached. It seems highly unlikely to find exact coherent 

structures far away from the wall, especially for higher Reynolds numbers which are typical for 

practical applications (Jimenez & Lozano-Durán, 2016). One can, however, argue that we are 

already benefiting from these studies as, for example, Choi and Kimt (1994) initiated method for 

active drag reduction by suppressing coherent low momentum streaks in the flow. Another im-

portant notion is that so far there are only few attempts to back the findings from numerical and 

experimental studies with the theoretical background (Jimenez & Lozano-Durán, 2016).  

As mentioned in the introduction, the chaotic motion is characteristic for turbulence. It is im-

portant to make a distinction between chaotic and random. Here term chaotic is used to de-

scribe the high complexity of motion that can be estimated by a random process. This means 

that motions in turbulence are deterministic, i.e. they are governed by a set of equations called 

Navier-Stokes equations that determine motions of each element in the fluid. However, with 

methods available, it is not possible to fully resolve these motions and the part that is not 

resolved is described as randomness. Some implications of this distinction between determinis-

tic but chaotic reality and random or stochastic description of this reality that are important for 

this thesis are discussed in connection with limitations of UMZ detection method implemented. 

In what follows, development and current understanding of coherent structures in turbulence 

are reviewed. The starting point is in a brief historical overview of the most important findings 

regarding coherent structures, then from the variety of coherent structures large scale motions 

(LSMs) are studied in more detail. Finally, some previous findings regarding uniform momen-

tum zones, which can be seen to be a special type of LSM, and their detection are introduced. 

Throughout the thesis, the streamwise coordinate is depicted with x and the streamwise velocity 

with u. Their wall-normal counterparts are y and v, respectively. 

 

1.1.1 Streaks, Sweeps, Ejections 

Due to the high complexity, for a long-time turbulence research was focused on describing 

characteristics of flow in a statistical manner that focuses on an average behavior, leaving many 

of the flow phenomena under the label “random”. This is a natural consequence of lack of high 

spatial and temporal accuracy measurements and numerical simulations. One of the major 

milestones in initiating a study of momentary turbulent motions and especially the coherent 

structures within turbulent flow fields was the works of Kline et al. (1967). Their research 
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showed that within chaotic turbulent boundary layer flows, very close to the wall, there are 

streaks of fluid that has lower momentum than the surrounding flow and that these streaks 

have significant spatial and temporal extent i.e. they are large enough and last long enough to 

be detected and so that they cannot be considered as random.  

Finding of low momentum streaks within near wall region were the starting point for coherent 

structures research. Kline et al. (1967) did not only find these streaks but they also documented 

the inclination of these streaks towards outer layers of turbulence, where they interact with the 

flow and start to oscillate in buffer layer until they violently burst and eject low-momentum 

fluid to the outer layer (Kline et al., 1967). These ejections are so-called second quadrant events. 

Following the method by Wallace, Eckelmann and Brodkey (1972), if we decompose momentary 

velocity components into a sum of time average and fluctuation over that average, the second 

quadrant event is one with the sign of u-fluctuation is negative, and v-fluctuation is positive. In 

this context we understand ejection as an event where fluctuating fluid motion is away from the 

wall and towards the upstream with respect to the mean flow. Events closely related to second 

quadrant ejections are sweeps in the fourth quadrant (Corino & Brodkey, 1969), where u-

fluctuation is positive and v-fluctuation is negative. These events then transfer fluid towards the 

wall and downstream with respect to the mean flow. Wall attached ejections and sweeps are 

considered to be responsible for the majority of the Reynolds stresses in the boundary layer 

(Jimenez & Lozano-Durán, 2016).  

 

1.1.2 Streamwise vortices 

Structures which are associated with the generation cycle of low momentum streaks are quasi-

streamwise vortices (Blackwelder & Eckelmann, 1979; Clar & Markland, 1971; Jimenez & Pinelli, 

1999). These have been used to explain turbulent streaks and their lift-up effect causing also the 

ejection and sweep events. In this perception, streamwise vortices move high momentum fluid 

from outer layers towards the wall creating high-speed streak and on the other side of the 

vortex, they lift low momentum fluid upwards, resulting in low-speed streak and ejection event. 

In turn, streaks are responsible for generating streamwise vortices and so the generation cycle of 

near-wall turbulence maintains itself (Dennis, 2015; Jimenez & Pinelli, 1999). 

 

1.1.3 Hairpin vortices 

Another important coherent structure is a hairpin vortex. As the name suggests, the hairpin 

vortex is a vortex, which has a core, or the “axis” around which the vortex spins, shaped like a 

hairpin. It was originally envisioned in 1952 and called a horseshoe vortex. The term varies in 

the literature between horseshoe-, cane-, arc- and hairpin vortex depending on the exact shape 

of observations (Robinson, 1991). Essentially one can view these as the same structure at 

different stages of evolution and thus we will not make a distinction between these structures. It 
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took thirty years after the original proposal until compelling of these hairpins was found by 

Head and Bandyopadhyay (1981).  In their experiments, Head and Bandyopadhyay (1981) were 

able to pin several characteristics of the hairpin vortices such as their scale, orientation and 

most importantly, that hairpin vortices seem to form in groups or ‘packets’. These packets con-

sist of subsequent hairpins so that the “heads” of the single hairpins align in a specific angle with 

respect to the wall. This notion prepared the way for a model of the self-sustaining process of 

forming these vortices so that older vortex generates favorable conditions for the birth of sec-

ondary vortex and so on. 

Appreciation of the model owes a lot to its ability bind together different observations of phe-

nomena in the turbulent boundary layer. Firstly, streamwise vortices have been reported often 

in counter-rotating pairs and single hairpin vortex binds these pairs into one structure. 

Secondly, packets of multiple hairpin vortices can explain the spatial extent of structures far 

larger than single hairpin (such as the streamwise extent of low and high momentum streaks). 

Example of conceptual model binding together streamwise vortices, low-momentum streaks 

and hairpin vortices is shown in Figure 1 Conceptual model taken from Robinson (1991) showing 

streamwise vortex that induces sweeps and ejections. Gray area represents low-momentum 

streak. Model depicts hairpin vortex as developed streamwise vortex. Figure 1. In the figure the 

gray area represents a low-momentum streak and has a streamwise vortex on its side. On the 

other side, this vortex lifts up low-momentum fluid generating an ejection event and on the 

other side it moves higher momentum fluid towards wall generating sweep event(Robinson, 

1991). 

 

Figure 1 Conceptual model taken from Robinson (1991) showing streamwise vortex that induces 
sweeps and ejections. Gray area represents low-momentum streak. Model depicts hairpin vortex 
as developed streamwise vortex.  
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1.1.4 Large-scale motions 

Very important coherent structures for the scope of this thesis are large scale motions (LSM).  

Some of the first remarks on the characteristics of LSMs were large-scale bulges of turbulent 

boundary layer protruding into the non-turbulent freestream (Falco, 1977; Kovasznay, Kibens, & 

Blackwelder, 1970). This bulge was later linked to uniform momentum zones by Adrian, et al. 

(2000). By a decomposition of velocity signals into low and high-frequency components, it has 

been found that these large-scale (low frequency) motions affect the near-wall flow field and 

wall shear stress (Bandyopadhyay & Hussain, 1984; Brown & Thomas, 1977). A similar definition 

of large scales has been later used extensively. The connection of large scales and small scales 

consists of two parts. First, there is the superposition of large scales on small scales, which was 

already anticipated by Townsend in the well-known attached eddy hypothesis. Second, it has 

been reported that an amplitude modulation in small-scale fluctuations is due to the presence of 

large-scale motions (Hutchins & Marusic, 2007b). Amplitude modulation means that large-scale 

motions influence the amplitude of small-scale motions. In order to better quantify these 

effects, Mathis, Hutchins and Marusic (2009) defined an amplitude modulation coefficient to 

describe the effects of large scales on small scales. Essentially this is a correlation coefficient 

between large-scale signal and small-scale amplitude, i.e., positive coefficient means that posi-

tive large-scale motions amplify small-scale fluctuations and negative large-scale motions atten-

uate small scales. They found this coefficient to have a positive sign in the near-wall region 

while decreasing as the wall distance increases, such that the coefficient changes sign in the log-

region and keeps negative throughout the outer region. This results in negative large-scale mo-

tions having attenuating effect near the wall and amplifying effect in the outer region. As will be 

later discussed, it is the negative LSMs that uniform momentum zones are connected. Ga-

napathisubramani et al. (2012) found evidence that amplitude modulation is asymmetrical for 

positive and negative large-scale motions so that negative large-scale motions attenuate the 

small scales more than their positive counterparts amplify. 

The aforementioned studies have mostly considered large and small-scale signal at same wall-

normal locations close to the wall. However, according to Hutchins and Marusic (2007a) and 

Mathis et al. (2009), the near-field large-scale motions or low-pass filtered velocity signal can be 

seen as a footprint of log-region large-scale motions, and there is a significant correlation (am-

plitude modulation) between outer region large-scale signal and inner region small-scale fluctu-

ations. It can be assumed that the footprint of the “superstructure-type” flow motion is suffi-

cient to determine the amplitude modulation effects.  

 Based on the findings above, Marusic et al. (2010) proposed a model to predict the streamwise 

velocity field given only the velocity signal at a single wall normal location. Their model consists 

of superposition and amplitude modulation of large scales on small scales throughout the flow 

field and their predictions are in quite good agreement with the empirical results. Additionally, 

Mathis et al. (2013) developed this model to predict wall-shear stress fluctuations. Recently 

Hwang and Sung (2017) linked the amplitude modulation effect to skin friction using slightly 
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different approach. They deployed novel decomposition of friction drag suggested by Yoon et al. 

(2016). By computing velocity-vorticity pairs near the wall, they were able to quantify the influ-

ence of amplitude modulation of large-scale motions on the vortical motions and further the 

friction drag. From their results, they suggest that positive large-scale motions amplify also the 

skin friction while negative large-scale motions attenuate it. They also applied their method to a 

drag-reduced flow and postulated that by manipulation of positive large-scale motions could be 

utilized in drag reduction schemes and that velocity-vorticity contributions can be used as a 

measure when evaluating these schemes. 

In conclusion, outer region large-scale motions have a twofold impact on near-field small-scale 

motions and further the wall shear stress. First, there is the superposition in which the energy of 

large scales is simply superimposed on the smaller scales i.e. small-scale motions are a sum of 

large scales and the smaller scale fluctuations. Second, there is the amplitude modulation, 

which affects how violently small scales fluctuate over their mean. 

 

1.1.5 Uniform momentum zone 

In the previous section, outer region large-scale motions and their influence on inner-region 

small-scale structures and wall-shear stresses was discussed. This section focuses on uniform 

momentum zones, which are a subclass of large-scale motions that are easily detectable in in-

stantaneous flow fields. 

Uniform momentum zones were first reported by Meinhart and Adrian (1995) in their PIV ex-

periments on turbulent flat plate flow. Their findings were twofold. First, they noticed that with-

in the turbulent boundary layer there are instantaneous zonal areas where the streamwise veloc-

ity fluctuation is very low, i.e., the streamwise momentum is uniform, hence the name uniform 

momentum zone. Secondly, they noticed that these zones are surrounded by viscous inertial 

layers, where spanwise vorticity is clumped into concentrated vortical regions. Meinhart and 

Adrian (1995) proposed that hairpin vortex packets would explain these zones. This proposal 

was supported by Adrian, Meinhart and Tomkins (2000). Their conceptual model links vortex 

heads to the interfacial layers between UMZs and the induced velocity inside the packet explain 

the relative uniform (low) streamwise momentum. They argued that buffer layer streaks are part 

of this more general low momentum zone phenomenon. Their model is compatible with Town-

send’s attached eddy hypothesis and they argue that hairpin packets are essentially building 

blocks for turbulent boundary layer. According to them, hairpin packets and interactions be-

tween packets are responsible for coherent large-scale motions and much of the characteristics 

associated with large-scale motions, such as the bulge shape and coherent retarded flow. Based 

on PIV experiments at three different Reynolds numbers they reported that 75% of the data 

contains UMZs. Model by Adrian et al. (2000) is pictured in Figure 2. Figure shows, how hairpin 

packets form a UMZ between their legs by inducing low-momentum fluid through their vortical 
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motion. Zones grow in size while gaining higher velocity so that the older and larger zones 

reach the younger and smaller ones making some of the zones to be inside others. 

Besides setting up an important conceptual framework to interpret UMZs, Adrian,  et al. (2000) 

developed the later widely used methodology to detect these zones. They inspected the proba-

bility distributions of instantaneous velocity fields by plotting the histograms over a relatively 

small spatial extent, revealing “most likely” velocities which are the also the ones occupying the 

largest area in the flow field. The small spatial extent of detection is important as UMZs are not 

coherent over a very long temporal nor spatial extent so averaging over either of them destroys 

the information of UMZs (Adrian,  et al., 2000). Their method of detecting UMZs was later uti-

lized and developed by de Silva, Marusic and Hutchins (2014) for turbulent boundary layer and 

by Kwon et al. (Kwon, Philip, de Silva, Hutchins, & Monty, 2014) for turbulent channel flow, 

respectively.  

Kwon et al. (2014) showed that the UMZ phenomenon is existent also in channel flow, especial-

ly, inside fully turbulent channel flow there is instantaneous quiescent core, where streamwise 

momentum is uniform and turbulent kinetic energy is small. According to Kwon et al. (2014), 

this core is not the only UMZ in channel flow, but it is unique in the sense that it has statistical-

ly preferred streamwise momentum, whereas other UMZ have somewhat random (though with-

in zone uniform) momentum. De Silva et al. (2014; 2016) put significant effort in pinning down 

the influence of sample length ℒ𝓍. They note that sample length applies an implicit filter on the 

data and thus it is impossible to capture structures with spatial extend much below this length. 

On the other hand, finite number of data points requires the use of sufficiently long ℒ𝓍  to ob-

tain convergence. They found that rather than boundary layer thickness, the sampling length ℒ𝓍 

should be scaled with inner variables, they suggest the use of 2000 viscous units. They also 

stressed the importance of handling the pixel locking effect. 

De Silva, Hutchins and Marusic (2016) studied PIV database ranging Reτ = 103 − 104. They 

reported log-linear growth in the number of UMZ with respect to Reynolds number. They also 

provided inspection of synthetic velocity field based on attached eddy model and showed that 

this model can produce uniform momentum zones behavior corresponding to experiments. 

Growth in the thickness of UMZs was found when moving away from the wall. The instantane-

ous boundary layer height did not influence the number of UMZ, but rather their thickness.  

The original paper by Meinhart and Adrian (1995) suggested that UMZs are bounded by layers 

of high vorticity. These internal layers in turbulent boundary layer were studied by Eisma et al. 

(2015). They found strong evidence of qualitative similarity between internal layers separating 

uniform momentum zones and the turbulent-non-turbulent interface (TNTI), which has been 

extensively studied. They reported a presence of high shear at these internal layers. These layers 

were shown to move slowly near the wall but drift away from the wall with entrainment velocity 

order of boundary layer growth rate in the outer parts of the boundary layer. Geometrical prop-

erties of these interfaces were further studied recently by de Silva et al. (2017). Using partially 
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same database as de Silva et al. (2016), they report growth in the interface length with distance 

from the wall and postulate this being result of larger scale motions that contort the interface 

making it longer.  There was a significant increase in length between internal interfaces and 

TNTI. They also studied the fractal nature of the interfaces and showed that both internal inter-

faces and TNTI demonstrate self-similarity, albeit with different fractal dimension. Study of 

scales in interfaces showed that the interface thicknesses are of order 𝒪(λT) while the zone 

thicknesses are of order 𝒪(δ). The velocity “jump” over the UMZ, scaled with uτ was found to be 

non-dependent on Reynolds number. In addition, de Silva, et al. (2016) present a model in 

which they construct the velocity profile from step-like functions (idealization of uniform mo-

mentum zones interface), that are distributed according to observed probabilities of interfaces 

in experiments. This model points out that it might be possible to explain some of the typical 

properties of mean velocity profile with the concept of zonal arrangement of the instantaneous 

velocities. 

 

Figure 2 Conceptual model of UMZ. UMZs (purple bulges) are induced by the hairpin packets. 
UMZs are oriented as packets of hairpins while the head of the hairpin may have steeper inclina-
tion angle. Figure from Adrian et al.  (2000) 

 

Saxton-Fox and McKeon (2017) continued building the conceptual model of Adrian’s group 

(Adrian,  et al., 2000; Adrian, 2007) and aimed to bind the cap between properties of large-scale 

motions (LSMs), namely their structural features such as bulge shape, UMZ character and their 

typical energy spectra. They implemented a model of LSM as traveling wave, periodic both in 

stream- and spanwise directions and were able to produce two UMZs with model turbulence. 

The model was built using only one wavelength in both streamwise and spanwise directions. 

They argue that adding more scales (only a few) could generate a number of UMZs correspond-

ing to previous experimental findings. Their model ties UMZ specifically to low-momentum 

LSMs, which is important in the light of the previous discussion on large-scale influence on 

small-scale structures. 
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2 METHODS 
 

This section is divided into two subsections. First, the experimental setup used to gather the 

data is introduced along with short description of particle image velocimetry and particle track-

ing velocimetry methods that are used to obtain the velocity fields from raw measurement data. 

The second subsection describes the method used to detected uniform momentum zones from 

obtained velocity fields. The UMZ detection scheme does not hold similar well-established prac-

tices like particle image velocimetry and there are only limited number of available research 

articles on the uniform momentum zones, so emphasis in this section is put to thoroughly ex-

plain the principle and main steps of UMZ detection algorithm along with the assumptions up-

on which the detection is built on.  

 

2.1 Experimental methods 
 

Data for this study were gathered in a closed loop, low-speed wind tunnel at the Aerodynamic 

Institute of the RWTH University. Data comprises of particle image velocimetry (PIV) and 

microparticle tracking velocimetry (µ-PTV) measurements. PIV was used to investigate the flow 

field across the entire turbulent boundary layer whereas µ-PTV was used to determine the near-

wall flow field and, most importantly, the wall shear stress, i.e., friction drag. In following, a 

short overview of both measurement methods is given along with a description of the experi-

mental setup. Also, the validation of the measurements is discussed. 

 

2.1.1 Measurement setup 

Measurements were conducted at two separate measurement campaigns. The PIV measurement 

campaign was conducted in spring 2017 at the low-speed wind tunnel of AIA and the µ-PTV was 

performed in January and February 2018 in the same facility. The measurement setup was 

largely the same as the one used already by Roggenkamp (2017) and Li et al. (2016).  

The freestream velocity for measurement was set to 8 m/s. The turbulence intensity of the 

freestream flow is less than 0.3% and the accuracy range of the freestream velocity is ±0.05 m/s. 

A schematic of the measurement setup and description of measurement locations are given in 

Figure 3.   

To enable the observation of flow, in µ-PTV measurement, the flow is seeded at the beginning of 

the test section through a nozzle connected to a seeding reservoir at atmospheric pressure. Flow 

has a static pressure lower than atmospheric pressure so when it passes the nozzle, it draws 

seeding particles from the reservoir. This way possible disturbances introduced by seeding are 
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minimized (Roggenkamp, 2017). Particles used for seeding were di-ethyl-hexyl-sebacate (DEHS) 

droplets with a mean particle diameter of 2-4µm. Seeding used in the PIV measurement was 

similar. Instead of local seeding, global seeding was used to ensure the entire field of view is 

seeded with tracer particles. 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

Figure 3 Measurement setup. (a) A schematic of measurement arrangement in wind tunnel. (b) 
The measurement arrangement and the measurement locations. M1 is measurement location for 
the PIV and M2 is the location for the µ-PTV measurement. (Roggenkamp et al. 2015; Li et al. 
(n.d. in press)) 

 

Measurements were conducted at two streamwise locations. For PIV the measurement location 

was 230mm from the trailing edge of the actuated surface which is close to the streamwise mid-

point of the actuated surface (M1 in Figure 3 (b)). For µ-PTV, the measurement location was 

3mm downstream of the actuated domain. This measurement location is depicted in Figure 3 

(b) as M2. Original measurement plan was to conduct µ-PTV also in the same location as PIV, 

but due to the breakdown of the actuator system, these measurements where postponed and 

results are not included in this thesis.  
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The surface is actuated via ten actuator bars, on which the aluminum surface is glued to, mov-

ing up and down (see Figure 4). The motion of the bars is used to create a transversally traveling 

deformation of the aluminum surface. Spanwise locations of the measurements were in the 

middle of the actuator surface (bar no.6 for PIV and no.5 for µ-PTV). The difference in the 

streamwise location between measurements was to improve the image quality of µ-PTV by 

bringing the measurement plane slightly closer to the camera. It is assumed that the flow condi-

tions are equal over these bars, as the side of the actuator is sufficiently far from the measure-

ment plane with respect to the distance from the leading edge and mean flow.  

The PIV measurements were conducted with wave phase-locking. Phase-locking means that the 

laser and camera are synchronized with the actuator so that every image pair is captured at the 

same phase of the surface wave. In the phase-locked measurement, it is possible to observe the 

flow field above the surface wave crest and the surface wave trough separately.  

 

Figure 4 Schematic of the actuator (Roggenkamp et al., 2015)   

 

Parameters used for actuation are listed in Table 1. The PIV data was gathered only at the high-

est wave amplitude, whereas to enable comparison with previous measurements the µ-PTV 

measurement was conducted also at three supplementary amplitudes. 

 

Table 1 Flow parameters  

Parameter Parameter value Normalized value 

Freestream velocity 8 m/s ReΘ ≈ 2250 

Actuator frequency 81 Hz T+ = 94 

Surface wave amplitude 

 

                      0.5 mm (µ-PTV also 

0.26, 0.315 and 0.375 mm) 

A+ = 11 

(A+ = 6,7,8) 

Surface wavelength 160 mm λ+ = 3556 
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It is assumed throughout this thesis that the µ-PTV and PIV data essentially come from statisti-

cally the same flow event, i.e. they describe the same flow (of course at separate locations) even 

though there is some time between the measurements and for instance the actuator had to be 

removed and repaired/re-calibrated multiple times. The main justification for this assumption is 

the good match in both measurements with literature. However, during the µ-PTV measure-

ments it was noticed that drag reduction properties of the actuator are sensitive to changes in 

measurement setup such that, for example, exposure of the actuator to the freestream (how 

high the actuator was set with respect to the surrounding flat plate) affected the gained drag 

reduction. During the measurement, the actuator surface was carefully adjusted to be at the 

same height as the surrounding plate to match the setup between different measurement cam-

paigns as well as possible. Nevertheless, due to possible small differences in the setup with PIV 

and µ-PTV, no quantitative analysis of measured drag-reduction and the detected flow struc-

tures is justified. 

 

2.1.2 Particle image velocimetry  

Particle image velocimetry (PIV) is an optical, non-intrusive measurement technique that can be 

used to measure the whole instantaneous flow field. To be precise, with PIV the measured entity 

is not the flow field but the displacement of the tracer particles that the flow field is seeded 

with. In PIV measurement the flow which has been seeded with tracer particles is illuminated 

with high-intensity light. The light illuminates tracer particles and a camera system is used to 

record the particles twice in short period of time. These image pairs are then evaluated with 

correlation algorithm to determine the displacement of the particles. The PIV measurement 

used in this thesis flow with seeding was illuminated with Nd-YAG lasers of two cavities, the 

laser light beam was channeled through special optics to form a thin (<0.5 mm) light sheet that 

had a height corresponding to the height of the measurement field (≈50mm). The two laser 

pulses had a time delay of 20 μs and with a duration of 6-8 ns. During each pulse, one image is 

taken with a high-speed camera with 29 megapixels resolution. A very short pulse width ensures 

that the particle images are sharp (illumination time is equivalent to exposure time in normal 

photography) and the instantaneous motions of the flow are recorded. The distance between 

two pulses must be short enough so that the velocity field can be considered instantaneous and 

reach a better spatial accuracy (increased particle displacement requires a decrease of evaluation 

resolution. On the other hand, as will be seen, too short pulse distance increases the relative 

error of the measurement. The particle image pairs were processed using a multigrid/multipass 

2C-2D cross-correlation PIV analysis algorithm (Soria, Kitsios, & Atkinson, 2016; Willert & 

Gharib, 1991). The images are divided into interrogation windows, the size of which determines 

the spatial resolution of the measurement. During the post-processing this window size is varied 

starting form larger window (32 x 32 pixels) and refining during the post-processing iteration. 

The final interrogation window size was 24 x 24 pixels. With this refining, information from 

larger interrogation windows can be used to enhance the accuracy of the result with small inter-
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rogation window. The post-processing algorithm determines the displacement of all particles in 

a given interrogation window by computing the cross-correlation between the image pairs. Pixel 

displacement is converted to physical displacement through a calibration process. Based on the 

known time interval between two laser pulses, the velocity field is computed.  

In PIV measurement the seeding density (per pixel) should be high compared to particle track-

ing, where too dense seeding can cause faulty tracks, whereas in PIV a higher particle density 

ensures better statistical convergence. As mentioned, the interrogation window size plays also a 

critical role in the processing of the image pairs. The interrogation window should be large 

enough so that there are sufficient number of particles inside the interrogation window.  

The most important parameters regarding the post-processing of PIV images are listed in Table 

2. The field of view enables analysis of the complete boundary layer in wall-normal direction 

and is large enough to capture the large-scale structures that have streamwise extent order of 

1 − 2δ. The high resolution of the images enables the use of rather small interrogation windows, 

and with 50% overlap, the velocity vectors are resolved with a spatial spacing of three viscous 

units. Additionally, high-resolution images ensure sufficient particle displacement, so that the 

relative error of the tracking remains small (for further discussion, see section 2.1.4). Measure-

ment frequency used was 1 Hz. This ensures that image pairs have enough time between them 

so that they are statistically independent. 

 

Table 2 Parameters used for PIV post-processing  

Post-processing parameter Value 

Laser pulse distance [µs] 20 

Magnification factor [px/mm] 82.33 

Interrogation window Δx × Δy [mm]  0.3 × 0.3  

Normalized interrogation window  Δx+ × Δy+ 6.5 × 6.5  

Displacement at the outer edge [px] 13 

Overlap [%] 50 

Field of view Lx × Ly  [1/δ] 2.3 × 1.3 

Field of view Lx × Ly  [𝑚𝑚] 80 × 45 

Number of image pairs/case ≈ 10 000 
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2.1.3 Microparticle tracking velocimetry  

Microparticle tracking velocimetry (µ-PTV) was utilized to determine the velocity profile in the 

viscous sublayer and further the wall shear stress by assuming the linear velocity profile with 

respect to inner scaling. The term microparticle tracking velocimetry is used here to underline 

the use of long distance microscopes so that it is possible to study the velocity field in the vis-

cous sublayer directly in a statistically relevant matter.  

Particle tracking velocimetry (PTV) has many things in common with PIV but instead of maxim-

izing the correlation between two interrogation windows, in PTV the seeding density is lowered 

so that it is possible to track each individual particle with special tracking algorithm. From these 

tracks of particles, the algorithm is able to find average velocities at given wall normal location.  

The laser equipment used in the µ-PTV measurement was same as the one in the PIV measure-

ment, but here the camera used was Photron PCI 1024 with 1 Mp resolution. To enable the 

measurement very close to the wall, Infinity K2 long-distance microscope was coupled with the 

camera. With the microscope, optical magnification of about factor 10 was reached.   

In Table 3, the measurement parameters used in the µ-PTV measurement are listed. To obtain 

the mean velocity profile and other statistics, the field of view is divided into windows parallel 

to the wall with a wall-normal size Δy, over which average velocity is computed. The window 

size used guarantees minimum of 20 points inside the viscous sublayer, enabling an accurate 

least-square fitting for the deduction of wall-normal velocity gradient. Measurement frequency 

was 25Hz, ensuring that the image pairs are statistically independent of each other. 

 

Table 3 µ-PTV parameters  

Post-processing parameter Value 

Laser pulse distance [µs] 6 

Magnification factor [px/mm] 490 

Wall-normal averaging height Δy [mm] 0.005  

Normalized averaging height  Δy+ 0.1 

Displacement at the outer edge of FOV [px] 15 

Overlap [%] 50 

Field of view L+
x × L+

y 45 × 45 

Field of view Lx × Ly  [𝑚𝑚] 2 × 2 

Number of image pairs/case ≈ 6 000 
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The displacements of the particles within the viscous sublayer are in an order of several mi-

crometers at current measurement. Even very subtle errors can have an effect on the final quali-

ty and uncertainty of the measurement. A particular challenge arises with the use of long dis-

tance microscopes and the fact that the area of interest is at the wall. As it is desirable that the 

wall is positioned at the lower part of the image, the camera is required to be slightly tilted, 

shooting downwards. In the current measurement, the tilting angle was ≈ 1.5 degrees, which is 

in line with criterion by Cierpka, Scharnowski and Kähler (2013) to minimize the perspective 

error in optical measurement techniques. This also makes sure that the lens is not blocked by 

the wall and thus ensures better image quality and light intensity. Tilting the camera introduces 

a source of error called parallax effect. According to Li et al. (2016) and Cierpka, Scharnowski 

and Kähler (2013), error in mean values caused by parallax effect is neglectable and is small also 

in the higher order statistics above y+ > 2. Furthermore, it was noticed, that reflections from 

the surface may distort the illuminated measurement volume and cause a similar problem as 

parallax effect but instead of error being distributed everywhere in the measurement domain, 

this error was concentrated on a narrow “stripe” in wall-normal direction. To avoid these prob-

lems the laser light sheet was carefully adjusted to be as sharp as possible and reflections were 

minimized by adjusting the light sheet location in wall-normal direction. Additionally, laser-

light optics, camera exposure and image pre-processing parameters were set so that a sufficient 

number of particle tracks was detected in each image pair. By making the laser light sheet as 

closely as possible to match the field of view of the camera, it was possible to maximize the en-

ergy of the laser in the measurement volume thus maximizing particle brightness. With higher 

particle brightness camera aperture could be set smaller enabling sharper images. Furthermore, 

the particle tracking was enhanced by setting the pre-processing parameters such that particles 

were clearly distinguishable from the background noise. With these actions taken, approximate-

ly 400-500 particle tracks per image pair were obtained, allowing reliable statistics. The post-

processing algorithm used for µ-PTV was in-house code developed by Roggenkamp et al. (2015). 

Further details of the post-processing can be found from the related article.    

 

2.1.4 Measurement error  

Measurement uncertainty for a essentially same measurement was thoroughly discussed by 

Roggenkamp (2017) and Li (2017). Following Kähler et al. (2006), Roggenkamp (2017) noted 

five different sources of uncertainty that were: equipment, particle dynamics, sampling, image 

analysis and least-square fit (for deducting wall shear stress).  

For the current PIV measurement, errors due to equipment and particle dynamics are assumed 

to be as deducted by Roggenkamp (2017), for other sources of uncertainty, the procedure by 

Roggenkamp (2017) is repeated for current data (image quality, sample size etc.).  The error 

estimates for the given error sources are listed in Table 4. The most important source of the 
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error is the one related to image analysis. Li (2017) estimated a similar measurement uncertainty 

related to the evaluation to be of order 0.05 pixels. In the current measurement, this means that 

the error is less than 0.5% at the edge of the boundary layer and is of 1.7% near the wall. 

Regarding the µ-PTV measurement, the relative errors are estimated following aforementioned 

division used by Roggenkamp (2017). The equipment error was divided into inaccuracies of cal-

ibration and the timing error of the laser equipment. Since the calibration inaccuracies are con-

stant for actuated and non-actuated flow, this error was deduced to be insignificant. The timing 

error was according to the manufacturer ±2ns, which leads to velocity error less than 0.05% 

with used pulse delay 6µs. Errors due to the particle dynamics, for which the main source of 

error is the gravity, were less than 0.1% at particle velocity 0.5m/s. As the effect of gravity is 

homogenous throughout the flow field, this error is smaller for the higher velocities. Following 

Benedict and Gould (1996), Li (2017) uses an estimate  ΔU = 1.96√var(U), to estimate the sam-

pling error within 95% confidence interval. Here var(U), is the variance of velocity and is de-

pendent on the sample size var(U) = u′2̅̅ ̅̅ /N. With sample size N = 6000, this yields the maxi-

mum relative error estimate 1% close to the wall. For the image analysis Li (2017) reports an 

average error of 0.04 pixels. This corresponds to velocity error 1.5% in the near-wall region. Fi-

nally, the error due to the least-square fitting estimated at maximum 0.5% by method described 

by Roggenkamp (2017). 

 

Table 4 Error sources, modified from Roggenkamp (2017) 

Error source Max error in [%] 

 PIV µ-PTV 

Equipment 0.1 0.05 

Particle dynamics 0.1 0.1 

Sampling 0.8 1 

Image analysis 0.5 … 1.7 1.5 

Least-square fit - 0.5 

 

2.2 Detection of uniform momentum zones  
 

In this chapter, the detection method for uniform momentum zones (UMZs) is presented and 

the detection criteria are discussed. The detection scheme was programmed with MATLAB and 

the algorithm described can be found from the appendix. In addition to a general description of 

the method, some notions are made to the actual implementation of the method, especially 

when the implementation has straight consequences on the detection results. It is not, however 

purposeful to explain here each line of the code, and thus reader interested in the implementa-

tion is encouraged to review the code and its comments. An important aim of this subsection is 
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to provide an appropriate framework in which it is later possible to judge the results obtained 

using the detection scheme. This is especially regarding some limitations of the detection 

scheme. 

 

2.2.1 Main principle 

The main principle for detecting the UMZs was presented by Adrian,  et al. (2000). The key idea 

is to first form the histograms of instantaneous streamwise velocity fields over a relatively short 

spatial distance in the x-direction, that is called detection window (in contrast to interrogation 

window in PIV) and is denoted by ℒ𝓍. By examining the histograms, it is possible to determine 

the so called modal velocities, i.e. velocities that are most frequent in the given instantaneous 

flow field. Reasoning behind this can be described as follows. Since the velocity data grid is uni-

form, the number of the velocity vectors straightly corresponds to the spatial extent of areas 

populated by this velocity. On the other hand, if there are zones of uniform momentum within 

the velocity field, these are, by definition, areas where velocities differ only slightly from the 

average velocity of the zone. Thus, when we build the histogram, these velocity points are 

bound to fall into bins with values close to this zonal average or modal velocity. We can then 

deduce that if there are zones of uniform momentum that have relevance to the flow field, they 

must be visible also in the histogram. Naturally finding a modal peak in histogram does not 

guarantee spatial coherence of these zones, but it turns out that they indeed are spatially coher-

ent. 

To illustrate the idea described above, an example of the instantaneous streamwise velocity field 

is shown in Figure 5(a). The instantaneous wall-normal velocity profile at the location of the 

vertical dashed line in (a) is presented in (c). In comparison to the mean profile which is also 

shown in (c), the instantaneous profile has much more randomness. This is hardly surprising as 

we are observing turbulent flow field. Adrian, et al. (2000) reported that the instantaneous 

streamwise velocity profile has almost step-like behavior with some relatively large areas of very 

small variations and then rapid changes over short wall normal distance. This is clearly seen in 

figure 3 (c) above the second horizontal dashed line that the streamwise velocity has an extreme 

gradient. From wall distance y/δ = 0.4  to y/δ = 0.6 the streamwise velocity is very much con-

stant until it experiences a new rather rapid change after the upmost horizontal line. Figure 3(b) 

shows the histogram of the streamwise velocities in (a) from x/δ = 0  to x/δ = 1.3. The histo-

gram of these velocities shows three distinct peaks of velocities that are more frequent in the 

instantaneous flow field. In Figure 5(a), velocities of these peaks are colored and constitute 

three zones. Velocities inside the given zone are the ones that fall within the range demarcated 

by the half-height width of the peak, as shown in (b). In Figure 5(c), the horizontal lines repre-

sent the approximate locations where the zone changes in a. In reality, there is often a small gap 

between two zones at the location where rapid change in streamwise velocity takes place). For 

simplicity, this is left out in (c). It is seen in (c) that the histogram method captures the low 
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gradient areas in instantaneous profile quite well, although it may contain also areas of higher 

gradient. For example, in zone 2, it can be seen, that the uniform area starts really at y/δ = 0.4 

whereas the detected edge is at around y/δ = 0.3.  

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

Figure 5 Uniform momentum zone. (a) instantaneous velocity field with detected zones high-
lighted with blue. (b) Histogram built over detection window of size ℒ𝓍

+ = 1500. (c) Instantaneous 
streamwise velocity profile (solid) compared to mean streamwise velocity profile (dashed).  

 

2.2.2 Detection window  

Although UMZs are classified as coherent structures, their location and spatial extent are time-

dependent. It is then clear, as Adrian,  et al. (2000) pointed out, that the typical procedures 

with averaging over time or ensemble averaging at a certain spatial location destroyed the in-

formation about these structures. (ADRIAN et al., 2000) Moreover, the streamwise length ℒ𝓍  

used in building the velocity histogram is essentially applying an implicit spatial filter on the 

data. This makes the detection of  the coherent structures with streamwise extent much smaller 
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than ℒ𝓍 not possible (De Silva et al. 2014). For a very long ℒ𝓍  the histogram will approach the 

streamwise average velocity profile wiping out information of UMZs. On the other hand, as tur-

bulent boundary layer expresses highly chaotic behavior, insufficiently long ℒ𝓍 will not demon-

strate convergence. Thus, it is very difficult to interpret the histogram to point out the uniform 

momentum zones that have significant coherence. All in all, we can summarize that there exists 

a tradeoff between convergence and the smallest size of the detected UMZ (De Silva et al. 2016).  

Based on their extensive study over a decade of Reynolds numbers, De Silva et al. (2016) rec-

ommended that ℒ𝓍  should be scaled with inner units rather than outer units. They inferred that 

for high Reynolds numbers the ℒ𝓍  scaled with boundary layer thickness δ would lead to 𝒪(ℒ𝓍) 

= Reτ which was too large to be able to detect near wall UMZs that are determined by viscous 

scaling, whereas even when using small ℒ𝓍, the larger coherent structures were prevalent in the 

histogram data.  

Since the detection method they used does not give any information about the streamwise 

length of the UMZs it is hard to justify any specific viscous length to be used. In literature, the 

most used values are ℒ𝓍 =2000 or ℒ𝓍 =δ. Adrian et al (2000) suggested that low momentum 

streaks in buffer layer found by Kline et al. (1967) were a part of more general UMZ phenome-

non resulted from the interaction between hairpin packets and the mean flow. If this holds true, 

we can deduce that the appropriate scale for the smallest UMZ is actually the scale of low mo-

mentum streaks. These streaks are sometimes reported to extend over 1000 viscous units 

(Dennis, 2015), but are often even shorter so it is of interest to seek for a possibility to reduce 

the detection window from ℒ𝓍
+ = 2000 quite significantly. Present dataset consists of very high 

spatial resolution PIV measurements, the entire field of view consisting of over 1.5 × 105 veloci-

ty vectors. This enables the usage of a relatively short ℒ𝓍  and still guarantees convergence of 

velocity histograms. To investigate the effect of ℒ𝓍 , UMZ detection algorithm is applied on the 

non-actuated flow case at over an order of magnitude of ℒ𝓍
+

 with the largest extent of 1500 vis-

cous units and smallest of only 50 viscous units. The effect of detection window size is investi-

gated quantitatively when the validation of the detection method is discussed in section 3.3. 
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(a) (b) 

 

 

(c) (d) 

 

 

(e) (f) 

 

 

Figure 6 Effect of detection window length. Detection window lengths in viscous units a and b: 
350; c and d: 750; e and f: 1500. On the right-hand side, the solid purple line (labeled “signal”) 
represents the histogram of detected velocities, detected peaks are marked with triangles. The 
dash-dotted vertical line (“border”) prevents overlap of the peaks. The solid horizontal line 
(“width”) shows the velocities attributed to a specific zone.     
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In Figure 6 the detected UMZs and their respective histograms are presented with three differ-

ent detection window lengths from 350 to 1500 viscous units. It is seen that in this example flow 

field, there is hardly any difference between detection window lengths 750 and 1500. Both 

schemes detect two UMZs mostly located in the outer region. With smaller detection window 

size, the number of detected zones increases to four. First, there is a small zone detected very 

close to the wall, extending in the wall normal direction approximately from y/δ = 0.05 to 

y/δ = 0.1. It is shown that the spatial extent of this zone is much smaller than of the ones above 

it, which makes it understandable why this zone is “filtered out” when detection window length 

is increased. Another important notion is that with smallest detection window the outermost 

zones seem to be a result of the momentum zone on top in (c) splitting into two different zones. 

This is important as there is some ambiguity about the relevance of the detected highest mo-

mentum zones. Due to the necessary cut-off of non-turbulent part of the flow, it is inevitable 

that at least one peak in the histogram is created. The existence of this peak is not then a sign of 

uniform momentum zone but a consequence of detection method. Figure 6 shows that at least 

in this individual case there is “real” UMZ close the boundary layer edge (the third zone from 

the wall in (a) and (b)) which has a modal velocity close to the modal velocity of the “artificial” 

zone (the fourth from the wall in (a) and (b)).  

 

2.2.3 Treatment of turbulent – non-turbulent interface  

To enhance the detection of uniform momentum zones near the turbulent/non-turbulent inter-

face (TNTI), the strong modal peak due to the freestream should be neglected (De Silva. et al. 

2016).  For this, we need first to detect the location of TNTI. The TNTI has been a subject of vast 

number of research articles and there exists multiple methods for detecting this interface. The 

method first implemented followed the one of Chauhan et al. (2014), in which TNTI is detected 

by setting a threshold for turbulent kinetic energy. The core of this method is the notion that 

instantaneous wall-normal location of TNTI follows a Gaussian probability distribution and thus 

its cumulative value (or intermittency profile) follows an error function.  

With the procedure by  Chauhan et al. (2014), the appropriate threshold for turbulent kinetic 

energy in current measurement is 0.8. It was however noticed, that the removal of non-

turbulent area affects the uniform momentum statistics by creating a peak to histogram thus 

generating “UMZ”. It is then desirable that this cut off/peak creation happens at relatively high 

streamwise velocities and finally, threshold of 0.3 was used to minimize the effects of the cutoff. 

By this, it was possible to increase the region without the influence of this disturbance.  

 

2.2.4 Bin width 

One important defining feature for every histogram is the bin distribution. First, one must de-

cide whether to use constant or varying bin widths. This is a question of special interest in UMZ 
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detection, as the natural processes behind the histogram are highly asymmetrical. More specifi-

cally, within a mean velocity profile there are two different “layers” that are characterized by 

very different scales.  This is relevant as essentially UMZs are spatial regions with special proper-

ty of low momentum variation. It is then natural to expect that these zones scale at least some-

what differently in different layers. As stated before, the spatial extent of UMZ has a straight link 

to the prominence of the structure in the histogram view of the flow field. It is natural to as-

sume that UMZs within the inner layer of the turbulent boundary layer have relatively small 

prominence. Smaller prominence means that these areas are more difficult to be detected from 

the histograms. 

It is worth noting that the bin distribution is another implicit filter on the velocity data. With 

large bins, we obtain a smoother profile for the histogram and the convergence is easier to be 

achieved. On the other hand, too much smoothing can lead to loss of information, and in this 

case to the undetected UMZs. As we see, there are multiple stages at which the data is processed 

and many of these have a filter-like effect on the data. In this study, the bin width was selected 

to match one used by Silva et al. (2016) to allow comparison between results. Then velocity vec-

tors were divided into 50 equally wide bins.  

 

2.2.5 Peak detection 

Once the histograms have been formed, the next crucial step is to detect the peaks or modal 

velocities in the histograms.  

For detecting the peak values of histograms i.e. modal velocities, a peak detection algorithm of 

MATLAB was exploited. (function findpeaks, MATLAB version 2017b). The outline of the algo-

rithm is described below: 

a) Find all values in the histogram data that are larger than their neighboring data points 

and assign them as local peaks. 

b) Measure the peak prominence (relative height) of each local peak.  

c) Keep only peaks whose prominence exceeds the minimum prominence. (Prominence is 

a measure of relative peak height). (MATLAB, 2017) 

The minimum value of the prominence was set to 0.1 to avoid false positive detections. From the 

inspected data it is noted that often prominences of seemingly random fluctuations in the outer 

layer are of the same scale as prominences of inner region true modal values. This points out the 

difficulties in handling the inner region UMZs.  

In conclusion, regarding the detection window size, bin width, TNTI handling, and peak detec-

tion, the natural asymmetry of turbulent boundary layer flow introduces many difficulties for 

setting up global parameter for detection scheme. One approach to overcome these issues relat-

ed to determining appropriate parameters for the detection could be to implement the scale 
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separation between inner and outer units (McKeon, 2017) more straightforwardly. One way to 

do this could be to scale histogram data with non-constant scale so that the incidents of the low 

velocities (close to the wall as noted by (Charitha M De Silva et al., 2017)) are amplified more 

than the large velocities. In this thesis, this was not done but if this was to be pursued, then 

special care should be taken to ensure that this scaling has physically meaningful interpretation.  

 

2.2.6 Zone area 

After the velocity range of the given zone is determined, next step is to determine the instanta-

neous spatial domain that this zone occupies. For this, a binary representation of velocity field is 

created. All grid points inside the detection window possessing a velocity within the velocity 

range are given with a value of 1 whereas all other points are given with a value of 0. Next, the 

contours of this binary map are plotted. These contours mark the edges of the areas where the 

velocity is within the velocity range of the UMZ. Since the instantaneous flow field is turbulent, 

there are many small areas within the velocity range. With the definition of coherent structure, 

we can rule out most of these areas with a simple criterion for size. The criterion used in the 

present case neglects all the potential zones with outer boundary shorter than 20 nodes (60 

viscous units). This ensures that the observed zones have significant spatial coherence.  

The contours do not contain information about which side of the contour belongs to the zone 

and which does not. Moreover, UMZ can be sparse, i.e. there might be areas inside large UMZ 

that do not belong to that zone. It is important to make sure that the areas depicted by the con-

tours are attributed correctly to UMZ or no-UMZ. This could be realized in multiple ways, but 

the present approach is to start from the smallest area and assign each node inside that zone 

with value -1 and all other nodes with value 1. For the next area the same is done and then these 

matrices consisting of ones and negative ones are multiplied elementwise. Then the overlapping 

areas (the case where subzone 1 is inside subzone 2) have double negative sign leading to a 

positive value. This way it is possible to keep track on the zones which are inside each other. 

This procedure is repeated for all subzones to obtain essentially logical representation of the 

nodes that belong to the zone of a given velocity range. 

 

2.2.7 Limitations of the histogram method 

The concept of uniform momentum zones is physically fairly straightforward and simple, but it 

lacks clear quantitative definition. For instance, a well-justified question is what should be con-

sidered as “uniform”. If we assume modal velocity Um then how large variation in streamwise 

momentum is attributed to this, i.e. what is the range of velocities that we consider to be “uni-

form” with respect to this modal velocity. Secondly, we should ask, how large should the zone 

be in order to be significant. It is reasonable to think that this “criterion” should change with 
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changing wall distance in line with the previously mentioned definition of the coherent struc-

ture by Robinson (1991).  

These questions are naturally reflected on the detection scheme. As mentioned before, the bin 

size used to build the histogram applies an implicit filter on the data and then the selection of 

certain bin width implies a stance taken to these questions. As stated, in this study the bin size 

selection was made to allow comparison with literature, so quantitative analysis of these impli-

cations of bin width is not pursued.  Additionally, the connection between the number of veloci-

ty instances and the spatial area that is populated was mentioned. This results in the second 

question having an influence on the peak detection parameters and vice versa. In the current 

study, the selection of detection parameters was driven by an attempt to detect as small struc-

tures as possible from available dataset while maintaining convergence, especially regarding the 

detection window size. Then, it is conceivable that far from the wall, some of the detected 

structures are smaller than what would be considered “coherent” according to definition by 

Robinson (1991). Comparison between different detection window sizes (section 3.3), however, 

suggests that this effect is not very significant. 

Besides the questions raised by somewhat ambiguous definition of UMZ, the histogram method 

itself has some limitations that should be noted. Before we discuss these, it is worth mentioning 

some overall assumptions regarding turbulent boundary layer. First, the turbulent boundary 

layer is clearly very asymmetric with respect to wall-normal dimension. For instance, the pres-

ence of the mean shear profile is a prominent feature of TBL. This leads to, among other things, 

different length scales along the wall normal axis. 

Secondly, as stated by Jimenez and Lozano (2016): “There is little doubt that exact structures of 

any kind are unlikely to be found in turbulence”. Though this randomness should not keep us in 

general from pursuing a better conceptual understanding of wall turbulence, it is reasonable to 

view the structural description such as UMZ as partial explanation to the whole process and not 

to require them to explain everything that happens in the flow field (Jimenez, n.d. (in press)). 

With this respect, it is then sensible to view UMZs as coherent structures “laid over” on chaotic 

random motions that need to be treated statistically.  

Keeping the aforementioned assumptions in mind, it is possible to make some notions about 

the histogram method itself. The consequence of the growth of length scales when moving away 

from the wall results in the mean PDF of the streamwise velocity to be monotonically growing 

with increasing gradient towards the streamwise velocity. This is essentially an inverse of the 

mean velocity profile as high probability of velocity means that some velocity range occupies 

large wall normal distance range, which is a result of the low velocity gradient. Now if it is as-

sumed that the structural view of uniform momentum zones is “polluted” with random motions 

that are distributed as the velocity profile, the histogram will be influenced accordingly. To this 

effect, the on UMZ detection, highly idealized case is presented in Figure 7. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

  

(d) 

 

(e) 

 
Figure 7 Effect of underlying random distribution on UMZ detection. (a) underlying distribution 
(b) two-normally distributed peaks introduced (c) higher peak moved towards “boundary layer 
edge” (d) artificial velocity field (e) artificial field with two artificial UMZs introduced.  

 

The idea here is to generate synthetic velocity field with velocity distribution that is uniform in 

streamwise extend and follows the mean profile of a small sample of real velocities in wall-

normal direction. Then model UMZ is introduced to this field and by varying the parameters of 
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model zone, the detection method is studied. The introduced UMZs follow normal distribution 

i.e. they have a mean and all variance over this mean.   

Figure 5 (a) shows the PDF of the streamwise velocities of 350 velocity fields which represents 

the “mean random” flow. In figure 5 (b) two normal distributions of mean values equal to 

0.75 U/U∞  and 0.82 U/U∞ and standard deviations of 0.02 are inserted to the field. These dis-

tributions contain vectors corresponding approximately 3% and 6% of the original distribution. 

First, although the added distributions are symmetric, the edges of the detected UMZs end up 

asymmetric, i.e., the right edge is closer to the detected peak than the left edge. Furthermore, in 

figure 5 (c), the mean velocity of the second added distribution is increased to 0.92 U/U∞. The 

flow fields are presented in (d) and (e). For brevity, only the velocity field related to distribution 

shown in (b) is presented. Both added distributions are independent of each other, but it is 

noticed that moving the other distribution changes also the edges/borders of the other. This 

change makes the lower momentum zones, which was not modified, to be intrepreted with 

more velocity vector in it, i.e. its thickness is increased. 

The second point of interest is the determination of the modal velocity. The simplest approach 

is to consider the detected peak in the histogram as the modal velocity (ADRIAN et al., 2000). 

However, the modal velocity, by definition, describes the most probable velocity within the 

zone. If the velocity distribution inside the zone is skewed, it is not the best quantity to describe 

the velocities within a particular UMZ. More importantly, as the selection of the bin distribution 

affects the shape of the histogram and possible values of modal velocities, it also introduces 

uncertainty in the determination of modal velocity. Thus, in this thesis, we use the term “modal” 

loosely and define it as the mean value of all velocity vectors in a UMZ.  The downside of this 

approach is that velocity vectors outside UMZs that have non-uniform distribution, also affect 

the determination of modal velocity. Additionally, an important motivation for this selection is 

to avoid the “bin locking” effect of higher order statistics of UMZs. Here, the term “bin-locking” 

is used to describe the effect where bin edges discretize the possible values of modes so that 

higher order statistic become very sensitive to the selection of bin edges. 

In conclusion, if the assumptions above hold, which seems very likely, i.e. UMZs are coherent 

“exceptions” of random velocity distribution and this distribution has a shape deviating from 

pure white noise, the histogram method involves some ambiguity when determining the modal 

velocities and the appropriate boundaries of UMZs. 

These notions raise some questions about the relevance of UMZ statistics like thickness and 

location being deduced straight from the histogram. For comparison with previously reported 

results, in this thesis, the statistics of UMZ thicknesses and locations are presented but they 

should be interpreted with some caution.  
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3 RESULTS 
 

In this section, the obtained by measurements described in section 2 are presented. First, the 

measurements are validated against direct numerical simulations. Once the measurements have 

been validated, it is possible to start investigating the effect of the actuation. The discussion 

starts with the local wall shear stress properties to show that there is a drag reduction effect 

related to surface actuation. The turbulent statistics are investigated in relation to surface actua-

tion. Then the UMZ detection method is validated and properties and distribution of UMZs are 

investigated in more detailed. Finally, the connection between UMZs and the local drag reduc-

tion are addressed.  

 

3.1 Validation of the flow 
 

Before starting the analysis of drag reduction and the flow structures, it is worth looking at the 

turbulent statistics from our measurements and comparing them against literature. Figure 8 (a) 

and (b) show the phase-locked streamwise velocity profiles scaled with uτ of the non-actuated 

flow. The results in figure 6 (a) are presented in local coordinates i.e. coordinates moving with 

the wall and in b) in the global coordinate system. For comparison, in (a), the DNS data by 

Schlatter and Örlu (2010) at a Reynolds number of 2500 is presented. First, good agreement 

between PIV experiments and numerical results is shown down to y+ = 5. At the edge of the 

boundary layer, the effect of higher Reynolds number in DNS is noticed as a shift of the wake. 

When scaled with friction velocity of non-actuated flow and shown in the local coordinate sys-

tem (a), non-actuated and actuated flows show difference in the log-region but the freestream 

velocities collapse. Especially the flow above the crest displays higher velocities in this scaling. 

Differently, in the global coordinate system with the same scaling, we see major differences in 

the near-wall region which are due to coordinates in crest and trough not matching origin. In 

the wake regions, the profiles collapse. This is consistent with previous findings (W. Li, 

Roggenkamp, Jessen, Klaas, & Schröder, 2016; Roggenkamp et al., 2015) which indicate that the 

main effects of the actuation are located in the inner region whereas the outer region stays rela-

tively unaffected.  
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(a) (b) 

  

Figure 8 Streamwise velocity with respect to wall normal coordinate. a) Scaling with friction 
velocity 𝑢𝜏,𝑁𝐴 of non-actuated flow, comparison with DNS data by Schlatter and Örlu (2010), 
local co-ordinate system, ; b) global co-ordinate system.   

 

For the actuated flows the friction velocities are estimated by a log-law fitting. Log-law fitting is 

done by assuming that certain part of the velocity profile follows log-law: 

 𝑢+ =
1

𝜅
𝑙𝑛 𝑦+ + 𝐶  (1) 

  

where κ and C are constants and the non-dimensional units are marked with superscript (+). 

They are defined as  

 𝑦+ =
𝑦𝑢𝜏

𝜈
 ,   𝑢+ =

𝑢

𝑢𝜏
,   𝑢𝜏 = √

𝜏𝑤

𝜌
  (2) 

In (2) 𝜈 is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid, 𝜌 is the density and τw = 𝜇
∂u

∂y
|y=0 is the wall shear 

stress. The fitting starts from an initial guess for uτ and the viscous units are computed, then for 

chosen interval of y+ the log-law is fitted iteratively with different values of uτ. The best fit 

yields a new value for uτ, which is used to update viscous units. This process is repeated until 

sufficient convergence is reached. Log-law constants used for fitting were κ = 0.41 and 𝐶 = 5. 

The fitting interval was y+ = 40 … 140. At the end of the iteration, the root-mean-square of the 

fitting error was of order 0.2%. It should be noted that the log-law does not hold necessarily for 

the actuated flow, so the log-law fitting may also be biased. This is one of the reasons why in 

following the PIV data is non-dimensionalized using the friction velocity of the non-actuated 

flow. 

For the non-actuated flow, the friction velocity is determined from the µ-PTV measurements. 

The friction velocity of non-actuated flow estimated by log-law fitting was 𝑢τ = 0.332 while 

measurement with µ-PTV above the surface yielded on average over several measurements uτ = 
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0.338. Difference between these quantities is then less than 2%, which is in line with the overall 

measurement accuracy. 

(a) (b)  

  

 

                                                      (c)  

 

 

Figure 9 Turbulent statistics, comparison to DNS data by Schlatter and Örlu (2010) a) Root 
mean square of u fluctuations b) root mean square of v fluctuations c) Reynolds shear stress.  

 

To further qualify the measurement, higher order turbulent statistics are presented in Figure 9 

in comparison to the DNS data by Schlatter and Örlu (2010). As the turbulent statistics are 

highly affected by the Reynolds number, and data was unavailable for exactly matching the 

Reynolds number Reθ = 2250, DNS at Reynolds numbers 2000 and 2500 is presented. Figures 

7 (a) and (b) show the root-mean-square profiles of the streamwise and wall-normal velocity 

fluctuations, respectively, and figure 7 (c) shows the mean Reynolds shear stress profiles. All 

curves illustrate a typical behavior of turbulent fluctuations. A good agreement between DNS 

and PIV is seen in the outer region, i.e., above y+ = 400, where the fluctuations and Reynolds 

stresses fall between DNS results at higher and lower Reynolds number. Closer to the wall it is 

evident that measured turbulent fluctuations are dampened in comparison to DNS. The maxi-

mum Reynolds stresses are dampened by 20% and RMS of fluctuations around 5-10%. This is 

due to the smoothing effect of PIV measurement. For the PIV evaluation, a uniform grid with 
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spacing Δx+ × Δy+ = 6 × 6 is used which acts as a spatial filter on the velocity fluctuations. As in 

the inner region, the length scales are small and the velocity gradients are high,  the spatial filter 

reduces the fluctuations magnitude especially close to the wall. (Atkinson, Buchmann, Amili, & 

Soria, 2014). Another reason for the lowered peak in Reynolds shear stresses may be the noise of 

the measurement, which lowers the correlation between u’ and v’ thus decreasing their product.  

Figures 8-9 support validity of the PIV measurement and give some insight of possible pitfalls 

where one should be careful when interpreting further results. Most importantly, close to the 

wall, the PIV measurement produces an underestimation of higher order statistics.   

 

3.2 Drag reduction 
 

Law of the wall states that within a region called viscous sublayer, non-dimensional streamwise 

velocity is fully determined by the non-dimensional distance from the wall. Namely, it holds 

that  

 𝑢+ = 𝑦+ (3) 

where u+ and y+ are as defined in equations (2). It is seen that the wall shear stress, which re-

sults in friction drag, is in straight connection to the non-dimensional velocity distribution 

within the viscous sublayer. Then with the velocity profile measured by µ-PTV in the viscous 

sublayer, it is possible to determine the wall shear stress. The streamwise velocity profiles within 

the viscous sublayer at the measurement location 3mm downstream of the actuator are shown 

in Figure 10. The results are non-dimensionalized with the friction velocity of the non-actuated 

case, otherwise, the lines would be on top of each other. The lowered gradient in Figure 10 

means that the wall shear stress decreased compared to non-actuated flow. The profiles indicate 

that for all wave amplitudes the velocity gradients are smaller than in non-actuated flow. Fur-

thermore, the higher the amplitude the larger is the difference, which indicates the local drag 

reduction increases with increasing the wave amplitude. 
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Figure 10 Drag reduction effect of the surface actuation, the nondimensionalizion is with the 
friction velocity of the non-actuated flow 𝑢𝜏,𝑛𝑎 . The measurement location is 3mm downstream 
of the actuated surface. 

 

In Table 5, the gained local drag reductions are listed at various amplitudes. As mentioned, the 

measurement location is 3mm downstream of the actuated surface, there are some differences 

to the flow above the surface where the PIV data was gathered. First, the Reynolds number is 

slightly increased due to the measurement position is more downstream. Additionally, accord-

ing to Li et al. (2016), the flow starts to recover after the actuator, which means that flow ap-

proaches the non-actuated states downstream of the actuator. The measurement is no longer 

above any specific surface wave phase after the actuator, but it is essentially an average of all 

actuator phases. From Table 5 it is easy to see that the actuation decreases local wall-shear 

stress. Within the measured amplitude range, higher amplitude yields higher drag reduction. 

The amplitudes used in current measurement are so small, that simply value of uτ (or ∂u/ ∂y to 

be exact) can be assumed to indicate the total friction drag, if however, the amplitude is signifi-

cantly increased also increased surface area should accounted when estimating friction drag.  

Table 5 Drag reduction with different actuation amplitudes. Measurement location downstream 
from the actuated domain.  

𝐀+ NA 11 8 7 6 

𝛛𝐮 / 𝛛𝐲 7629 7253 7429 7421 7519 

DR - 4.9% 2.6% 2.7% 1.4% 
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In this thesis important focus point are the uniform momentum zones and the changes in those 

induced by the surface wave motion. As UMZs are connected to large-scale streamwise velocity 

fluctuations, it is of interest to investigate more deeply the Root-Mean-Square (RMS) of the 

streamwise fluctuations. The comparison between u′rms values of the actuated and non-

actuated flows are presented in Figure 11. Two different scalings are shown, i.e., the dotted lines 

represent the scaling with the surface phase respective friction velocity whereas the solid lines 

are scaled with uτ of the non-actuated flow. The results are shown in a global coordinate system 

so that they are more readily comparable with the results later of UMZs. It is seen in Figure 11 

that the streamwise velocity fluctuations above the wall follow to a degree the wall motions, i.e., 

the fluctuations above crest are being pushed away and above trough are pulled back closer to 

the wall. It is also seen that the fluctuation peak is slightly increased above wave crest, this, 

however, should be considered with precaution as it was shown earlier that PIV does not pro-

duce reliable high order statistic near the wall and also numerical studies imply that the peak is 

actually reduced under surface actuation (Koh, Meysonnat, Statnikov, Meinke, & Schröder, 

2015; Meysonnat, Koh, Roidl, & Schröder, 2015). 

There is evidence that the fluctuations above the crest are slightly enhanced at a wall distance of 

400-500 viscous units, though this cannot be held completely conclusive as the curves do not 

behave very smoothly which may indicate uncertainties involved. Results here are qualitatively 

similar to measurements by Roggenkamp (2017) at Reynolds number 1200. The numerical study 

by Koh et al. (2015) at significantly larger surface amplitudes also show an enhancement of the 

streamwise fluctuations further away from the wall for actuated flow. 
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Figure 11 Streamwise velocity fluctuations for the actuated and non-actuated flows from the PIV 
measurement. Solid lines represent results scaled with 𝑢𝜏 of the non-actuated flow and dashed 
lines results scaled with 𝑢𝜏 of the respective flow case. The friction velocity for the non -actuated 
flow is from the log-law fitting.  

 

Another important aspect of this thesis is the drag reduction property of the traveling surface 

wave. Reynolds shear stresses can be straightly connected to turbulent friction drag. This con-

nection will be discussed in more detail later from a turbulent statistics point of view. Addition-

ally, the Reynolds shear stress distributions and the so-called quadrant contributions are inves-

tigated. Figure 12 displays the normalized Reynolds shear stresses in a global coordinate system. 

As in Figure 11, two different scales are shown. The dotted line representing quantities scaled 

with the square of phase respective uτ and the solid ones are scaled with uτ of the flow without 

actuation. As in the streamwise velocity fluctuations, also in the Reynolds stresses, there is a 

clear wall-normal shift when the wall is moving. It can be seen, that the maximum Reynolds 

stresses are decreased due to surface actuation. This is consistent with earlier experimental find-

ings (Roggenkamp, 2017). Interestingly, it seems that both Reynolds shear stresses and stream-

wise velocity fluctuations are enhanced in the outer region of y+ = 300 − 500 where the mean 

streamwise velocity profiles already collapse (see Figure 8). 
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Figure 12 Reynolds shear stresses for the actuated and non-actuated flows from the PIV meas-
urement. The solid line represents the results scaled with 𝑢𝜏 of the non-actuated flow and the 
dashed line are results scaled with 𝑢𝜏 of the respective flow case. The friction velocity for the 
non-actuated flow is a result from the log-law fitting  

 

Outside the figures 11-12, it should be mentioned that in at the edge of the boundary layer, the 

RMS value for the wall-normal velocity above surface wave crest was higher than that above 

non-actuated surface of a wave trough. Reasons for this excess fluctuation are unclear as no 

significant outliers were found from wall-normal velocity data and the evaluation procedure was 

the same for all flow cases. Thus, it seems most likely that there has been some minor change in 

the measurement or the flow conditions themselves, although this is not possible to be con-

firmed. Nevertheless, the effect of the aforementioned discrepancy is small, and it does not in-

fluence the overall results of this thesis. 

To study the Reynolds shear stresses in more detail, quadrant analysis is deployed. Quadrant 

analysis was first introduced over four decades ago, and an overview of the proceedings in quad-

rant analysis was recently written by Wallace (2016). The basic idea of quadrant analysis is to 

divide the instantaneous Reynolds shear products into four quadrants based on the sign of fluc-

tuation terms, i.e., Q1(+𝑢, +𝑣);  𝑄2(−𝑢, +𝑣);  𝑄3(−𝑢, −𝑣);  𝑄4(−𝑢, +𝑣). In this way, it is possible 

to categorize the fluctuations into ones moving towards the wall or away from it and down-

stream or upstream from a mean flow perspective. Fluctuations having equal sign contribute to 

positive Reynolds shear stress (positive shear is related to reduced drag) and fluctuations with 
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opposite sign contribute to negative Reynolds shear. The most important quadrant events are 

the ones with opposite signs. Events with positive v-component and negative u-component are 

called ejections. From the mean flow point of view, they eject low momentum fluid away from 

the wall. Opposite event to this are the sweeps, where high momentum fluid is sept towards the 

wall. According to Hurther, Lemmin and Terray (2007), occurrences cycle of sweeps and ejec-

tions match points where UMZ edges take turn either towards or away from the wall, which 

could be interpreted as streamwise end and starting point of a single UMZ. The present meth-

ods for detecting UMZs do not allow depictions of the streamwise extend of the zones). 

 

Figure 13 Quadrant contributions to the Reynolds shear stress from the PIV measurement. Black: 
non-actuated; blue: wave crest; red: wave trough. Ejection events are labeled with Q2 and sweep 
events with Q4. The friction velocity for the non-actuated flow is a result from the log-law fit-
ting. 

 

In Figure 12 quadrant contributions to the Reynolds shear stresses are presented with and with-

out surface actuation. In addition, sum of the quadrants, i.e., the Reynolds shear stress distribu-

tion is shown. To enable comparisons near the wall, a local coordinate system is used. All quan-

tities are nondimensionalized with the square of the friction velocity of the non-actuated flow. 

Ejections are shown to be responsible for the greatest amount of total Reynold shear as has been 

frequently noted in the literature (Corino & Brodkey, 1969; Kim, Moin, & Moser, 1987; Wallace, 

2016). It is seen that although there are differences near the wall. e.g., the peak value of Reynold 

shear, the differences are only subtle. Here one should remember that the near wall region 
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measured with PIV yields underestimated fluctuation terms, so the results are somewhat incon-

clusive.  

The results above indicate that the surface actuation decreases the friction drag and has an 

effect on turbulent fluctuation above the surface. These findings have also been frequently re-

ported in the literature (Li et al., 2016; Meysonnat et al., 2016; Roggenkamp, 2017). To deter-

mine how the flow is modified within connection to friction drag, the friction decomposition 

scheme by Fukagata, Iwamoto and Kasagi  (2002) is utilized. From hereafter, this decomposi-

tion is referred as FIK decomposition. The FIK decomposition for turbulent boundary layer flow 

can be written as 

 

 𝐶𝑓 =
4(1−𝛿𝑑)

𝑅𝑒𝛿
+ 2 ∫ 2(1 − 𝑦)(𝑢′𝑣′)̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ 𝑑𝑦

1

0
− 2 ∫ (1 − 𝑦)2 (𝐼�̅� +

𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑡
) 𝑑𝑦  

1

0
  (4) 

  

Here, the second term which describes the effect of Reynolds shear stresses (𝑢′𝑣′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ) to friction 

drag is of interest. In this term, Reynolds shear stresses are multiplied with linear weighing 

function so that the Reynolds shear close to the wall has larger emphasis. In this definition, all 

variables are made dimensionless with outer scale characteristic quantities, i.e., the freestream 

velocity, and the boundary layer thickness.  

The FIK decomposition assumes a no-slip condition in the streamwise and spanwise direction, 

which means that the decomposition must be applied in a local coordinate system. It should be 

also noted that the present case of moving wall with spanwise net fluid transport does not fully 

fulfill the assumptions behind this decomposition. Nevertheless, since the goal here is to com-

pare the contribution from the Reynolds stress term on skin-friction between actuated and non-

actuated flow and the exact form of the decomposition is not of interest, the FIK decomposition 

is the most suitable tool at hand.  

Figure 14 shows the distributions of the integrand of the second term in (4). As mentioned earli-

er, the FIK decomposition requires no-slip velocity at the wall, so values in Figure 14 were com-

puted in local coordinate system. In Figure 14  the maximum peak of the integrand, located in 

the log-layer, is reduced under actuation. This is consistent with the earlier notion from Figure 

12 (c) that the maximum values of Reynolds shear stresses are reduced. Figure 14 suggests that 

there may be also reducing effect further away from the wall, however, this change is small 

compared to the measurement uncertainty.  

The actuation frequency was relatively high compared to convection velocity of the flow, such 

that structures convecting downstream encounter multiple wave phase cycles. This means that 

even though the Reynolds stress term reduction is presented separately for both phases, espe-

cially further away from the wall structures have been influenced by multiple phases. Then also 
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possible effects in drag due to changes Reynolds shear stresses in both actuation cases are actu-

ally a mix of contributions from all surface wave faces. 

 

 

Figure 14 Integrand of the second term in FIK decomposition of friction drag. A larger area under 
the curve corresponds to larger contribution to friction drag.  

 

The integrals of the second term in equation (4) are presented in Table 6. It is evident that the 

contribution from Reynolds shear stress is reduced, especially, above surface wave crest. With 

the contribution from Reynold shear stresses above trough remaining almost unchanged, the 

mean contribution during these two phases is reduced indicating reduced friction drag. The 

absolute value of the integrand is very sensitive to the wall normal coordinate and as the dis-

tance between first velocity vector row and wall varies between different actuation condition, 

also the integrand is varied. For example, neglecting first two points in FIK decomposition 

makes the difference also between non-actuated flow and wave trough more visible. 

It should be noted that the FIK decomposition is mainly designed for turbulent channels and 

pipe flows and the meaning of each term is not obvious for turbulent boundary layer flow and, 

as discussed by Renard (2016), especially the linearity of weighing function of Reynold shear 

stress in the second term doesn’t have an intuitive physical explanation. However, also in the 

decomposition by Renard, Reynolds shear term has an influential role, but the weighting func-

tion is modified. This being said, the conclusion of the mechanism of drag reduction by reduc-

ing Reynolds stress still holds even if the weighting function is modified.   
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Table 6 Integral of the second term in FIK decomposition describing the friction drag induced by 
Reynolds shear stresses.  

 NA Crest Trough Mean 

Reynolds 
stress term 

0.002159 0.002100 0.002154 0.2127 

Difference to 
non-actuated 

- -2.5% > -0.1% -1.3% 

 
 

3.3 Uniform momentum zones 
 

In this section, the results from the UMZ detection are presented. The aim is to determine 

changes in the properties of UMZs with the surface actuation. First, the detection method is 

validated against the results reported in the literature. Then the dynamical properties and dis-

tributions of these zones are investigated and finally, the results about spatial properties of 

UMZs are represented.  

As discussed in section 3, an important parameter in the UMZ detection scheme is the detection 

window length ℒ𝓍. To quantify the effect of ℒ𝓍, the number of the detected UMZs is presented 

in Figure 15 with respect to their modal velocity using different detection window lengths. By 

plotting the probability density function of the detected modal velocities using different 

streamwise extents, it is possible to study how the zones are distributed over different velocities. 

Following the deduction by de Silva et al. (2016), we assume that the information about largest 

UMZs stays unchanged with smaller extents. Then the number of the largest UMZ should stay 

invariant to the changes of the streamwise extent. We further notice that the large size UMZ 

correlates with a higher modal velocity. This arises from the growth of scales when moving away 

from the wall where also mean velocity is higher and results later will be shown to substantiate 

this assumption. Then the increase of the number of the small zones should be noticed especial-

ly as an increase in the low momentum end of modal velocities. 

In the cases where it is possible to fit multiple adjacent detection windows in the field of view, 

the detection is run throughout the whole field of view. To enable comparison, results in Figure 

15 are scaled by the number of loops taken to cover the flow field, thus for ℒ𝓍
+  <  1000 the 

curves represent the average distribution of UMZ with respect to the modal velocity in the 

whole data set.  For example, a detection window with ℒ𝓍
+ = 500 fits in the field of view three 

times. In Figure 15, the number of the detected zones with respect to the modal velocity is di-

vided by three to consider the given velocity field being evaluated in three parts. The sum of all 

the data points on curves (marked with x) corresponds to the total number of the detected 

UMZs in data set.  
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Figure 15 Effect of the detection window size on the number of the detected UMZs. The results are 
scaled to present the average total number of the detected zones in one full field of view of the 
PIV measurement.  

 

All the curves follow a similar trend with the maximum probability of UMZs at a modal velocity 

𝑈𝑚 = 0.9𝑈/𝑈∞  and then a significant decrease until almost like plateau between 𝑈𝑚 = 0.6 −

0.8 𝑈∞ after which the number drops again rapidly. The largest peak is a result of the cutoff per-

formed to omit the non-turbulent part of the flow field, which is always located roughly at the 

same modal velocity. Thus, it is a justified question whether this should be at all considered to 

be uniform momentum zone. However, on the other hand, in the outer layer the velocity gradi-

ent is smaller and indeed the velocities are uniform, so in sense, it is very likely that there is an 

area of uniform momentum in the vicinity of the TNTI boundary. We can then acknowledge the 

presence of at least two different mechanisms to produce UMZ type behavior, i.e., one is the 

mechanism suggested by Adrian et al (2000), and the other is simply due to the growth of 

scales.  

In addition to the large peak, there are some smaller ones in the “plateau” area of the curves. 

These are most likely to be due to some residual peak locking of the PIV postprocessing rather 

than that some modal velocities would be more favorable than others. The peaking velocities 

match decently with the velocities that discrete pixel displacements would result in, even 

though no significant peaking-locking effect is noticed in the PIV post-processing.  A similar 

explanation was given also by Kwon et al. (2014) for similar effects and importance of peak-

locking removal was also stressed by De Silva  et al.(2014). As the figure is essentially a 

histogram of a histogram, another explanation could be some locking from binning of the first 
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histogram. However, the peak locations were invariable with respect to binning. Also, though 

the modal velocities are partly built from the histogram, they are also averaged over varying 

number of velocity instances, which should prevent this kind of bin locking. Despite the uncer-

tainty related to these smaller peaks, there are some conclusions that can be drawn.  

From Figure 15 it is evident that the number of the detected zones increases with decreasing the 

detection window size. This is expectable since, as noted in section 2.2, the detection window 

acts as an implicit filter preventing detection of structures much smaller than ℒ𝓍. The main no-

tion from Figure 15 is that the number of the detected zones with large modal velocity is insensi-

tive to the change of detection window size except for distributions for very small ℒ𝓍, (100 and 

50). It is seen that the increase in the number of UMZs is indeed centered in small modal veloci-

ties whereas high modal velocity zones are apparently unchanged.  

Figure 15 shows that once the window size is decreased too much the number of the detected 

UMZs explodes at all modal velocities. This is due to the insufficient convergence of the histo-

gram. As the detection window gets smaller, there are fewer vectors per histogram bin and at 

some point, the result becomes spurious. The smallest usable detection window size depends on 

the spatial resolution of available data and in this case, it is somewhere between ℒ𝓍+ = 100 and 

ℒ𝓍+ = 250. To ensure convergence, the results later are acquired with a minimum ℒ𝓍+ = 250. 

As is later shown in Figure 21, there is a correlation between modal velocity and wall normal 

distance and it is possible to deduce that decreasing detection window size enables observation 

of structures closer to the wall that have smaller spatial extent, provided that the convergence is 

sufficient. To further substantiate this claim, the frequency distributions of the detected zones 

with respect to the mean wall-normal location and mean thickness (wall normal) are shown in 

figure 14. Like in Figure 15, the frequency distributions are scaled based on the number of the 

loops taken to cover the whole flow field. Shapes of these curves are not explained in detail here, 

as those will be studied later in connection with Figure 23, but similar reasoning as with modal 

velocities can be applied. In figure 14 (a) clearly, the major additional contribution with decreas-

ing the detection window size comes from the region close to the wall while the area close to 

the boundary layer edge remains relatively unchanged for the detection windows with lengths 

over 250 viscous units. Similarly, in figure 14 (b) the additional detected zones are indeed thin-

ner ones. The result is consistent with the detection window filtering effect and with the de-

crease in length and velocity scales when approaching the wall. 
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(a) (b) 

  

Figure 16 Effect of detection window size on (a) the range of the wall-normal locations where 
UMZs are found (b) the range of the thicknesses of the detected UMZs. The results are scaled to 
present the average total number of the detected zones in one full field of view of the PIV meas-
urement. 

 

 

Figure 17 Convergence of the mean number of the detected zones, ℒ𝓍
+ = 1500.  

 

Before moving to the results about the detected zones and the relation between the surface ac-

tuation and uniform momentum zones, it is worth looking at the convergence of the detection 
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algorithm. In Figure 17, the convergence curves of the mean number of the detected zones with 

respect to sample size are presented with a detection window length ℒ𝓍
+ = 1500. It is seen that 

mean number is well converged with a sample size of over 2000 in the sense that curves are 

locally very stable and no big “fluctuations” occur. It should be noted however, that especially 

actuated flows have a tendency of decreasing mean number. For the non-actuated flow, this is 

seen as well between sample size 2000-8000 but then the mean number starts to increase 

again. Most likely explanation for this is that ambient conditions of the measurement have 

slightly changed during the measurement. Measurement samples were numbered and later pro-

cessed in chronological order of measurement i.e. samples between 0-2000 in Figure 17 are 

measured earlier during the campaign than samples 8000-10 000. The measurements had tak-

en around one full working day per flow case, so it is possible that for instance the temperature 

or ambient pressure have changed. Especially inconvenient is the analysis between non-

actuated flow and crest as it seems that differences in the trends might influence the outcome. 

The quantitative aspect of results here should be then considered with some precaution.  

 

Figure 18 Effect of the detection window size in the average number of UMZs. Comparison to 
results by Silva et al. (2016) at 𝑅𝑒𝜏 = 1200. 

 

In Figure 18, the mean number of the detected zones with different detection window sizes are 

shown along with corresponding results by de Silva, et al. (2016). The results were obtained with 

different Reynolds numbers, so the average number is higher in the data by de Silva et al.  as 

they also showed log-linear dependency between Reynolds number and number of detected 

zones (Figure 19). More strikingly, contrary to previous results, we see clear dependence on the 

streamwise detection window size. Possible reasons for this increase have been already dis-

cussed with the proposed conclusion that the number of detected zones is indeed increased, but 

that this is a natural consequence of shorter detection window and that the “extra” zones that 

are detected are of velocity, size and location that they are expected to be. Also in the current 

dataset, the spatial resolution is significantly higher than in the one used by de Silva, et al. 
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(2016) which may have had filtering effect in their result. Additionally, they reported omission 

of velocity vectors below y+ = 100 and from Figure 16 it was seen, that near the wall number of 

zones increases the most when detection window is modified. 

  

 

Figure 19 Average number of the detected UMZs with respect to Reynolds number. Comparison to 
the results and fitting by Silva et al. (2016) at 𝑅𝑒𝜏 = 1200.  

 

De Silva, et al. (2016) reported a log-linear increase in the mean number of UMZs with respect 

to Reynolds number. Figure 19 shows that present results coincide reasonably well with their 

findings although the absolute number falls under their prediction. This is most likely due to 

differences in detection scheme and neither results here nor in literature should be taken as an 

absolute quantitative truth about the phenomenon but rather it is of interest to observe results 

obtained with exactly same detection scheme (Charitha M De Silva et al., 2016). 

 

Table 7 Mean numbers of the detected UMZs for the non-actuated and actuated flows.  

ℒ𝓍+ NA Crest Trough 

250 3.28 3.20 3.23 

1500 2.63 2.54 2.59 

 

The mean numbers of detected zones are summarized in Table 7. The number of the detected 

zones with a larger detection window is 3.4% lower above crest compared to non-actuated flow 

and 1.5% lower above trough in comparison to non-actuated flow. Interestingly absolute differ-

ences in mean numbers are close to each other between the results of the large and small detec-

tion windows, and thus the relative decrease is less for the shorter detection window.  

In Figure 20 the joint frequency distributions of the instantaneous mean TNTI boundary loca-

tion and the number of the detected zones are shown. The distributions are qualitatively similar 
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to the results by De Silva et al. (2016), though instead of TNTI, they used 99% boundary layer 

thickness and the Reynolds number is here ten times smaller. As De Silva et al.  reported, there 

is no significant change in the shape of cross sections in joint-PDFs over different instantaneous 

TNTI locations which implies that the number of UMZs is independent of the instantaneous 

boundary layer thickness. 

 

 

(a) (b) 

  

(c)  

 

 

Figure 20 Joint frequency distribution of the number of UMZs and the instantaneous TNTI loca-
tion. (a) NA, (b) Crest, (c) Trough.  

 

Figure 21 shows the mean modal velocities for the non-actuated and actuated flows at two dif-

ferent detection window sizes in local coordinates. For comparison, the mean velocity profile of 

the non-actuated flow is presented. It can be seen that the modal velocities are significantly 

smaller than the mean velocity. This is compatible with the view of uniform momentum zones 
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are low momentum large-scale structures. (ADRIAN et al., 2000; Saxton-Fox & McKeon, 2017; 

Smits, McKeon, & Marusic, 2011). Saxton-Fox and Keon showed that low-speed fluctuations 

induce bulge-shaped distortion on velocity isocontours. Similar findings were also shown specif-

ically for TNTI by Lee and Sung (2017). The bulge-like shape of velocity isocontours means that 

these velocities populate larger spatial space and thus they can be detected from instantaneous 

velocity fields by means of histogram method. In contrast, high-speed LSMs are associated with 

concave velocity contour, decreasing the spatial domain it populates. 

In Figure 21, when the wall distance increases, the modal velocities approach asymptotically the 

mean velocity profile. Above y+ = 500 the modes start to deviate again from the mean which is 

due to the cutoff of TNTI. This prevents the detection of higher speed zones thus lowering the 

mean velocity.  

The modal velocities of the non-actuated flow and both actuation phases are close to each other 

close to the wall when shown in the local coordinate system. When moving further away, espe-

cially the modal velocities above the wave crest seem to depart from the other two. An explana-

tion for this could be that near the wall the flow structures move more closely with the wall, so 

that their local coordinate remains relatively unchanged. On the other hand, further away, the 

influence of the wall gets weaker, and structures are more independent of the motions of the 

wall so that only the wall normal coordinate of a zone is affected by moving wall. Then above 

crest, this coordinate gets smaller and thus the modal velocity profile is moved towards the 

origin. On the other hand, this would imply that above wave trough profile is moved away from 

the origin and there is no significant evidence of this. A possible explanation for this could be 

the notion of asymmetry between the wall movement: the average location between trough and 

crest is not the same as the level of the non-actuated plate but it is slightly elevated, which could 

be explaining the behavior of the modal velocity profile above the wave crest. Also, it should be 

noted that the streamwise velocity profile above the wave crest has larger values when shown in 

scaling friction velocity on the non-actuated flow. 
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Figure 21 Mean of modal velocities with respect to the wall normal location of the zone  for short 
and long detection window in the local coordinate system. Scaling with friction velocity of non -
actuated flow.  

 

Next, the differences between detection window lengths are addressed. Qualitatively both win-

dows give similar results. However, the modal velocities detected with the larger detection win-

dow seem to depart more from mean velocity profile, i.e., they are more intense in Reynolds 

decomposition sense. The reason for this may lie in the problematics of defining area of UMZs 

already discussed in chapter 2. If the boundary of UMZ is not correctly determined, especially if 

the area is larger than it should be, the mean value of the modal velocities can be biased towards 

low velocities. The mechanism is as follows. The y-location of the UMZ is determined by the 

mean wall distance of all points considered inside the zone. On the other hand, the modal ve-

locity is the average of velocities at all these points. As the mean velocity profile of the boundary 

layer flow has monotonically decreasing gradient, given arbitrary wall normal location y0 the 

velocities change more rapidly, with respect to distance from this point, on the wall side of this 

point than on the free-stream side. Thus, the increase of the thickness of UMZ does not affect 

the determined wall normal location of the zone, but it decreases modal velocity. This can be an 

explanatory mechanism for the decrease of modal velocities between large and small detection 

window as, as later will be seen in Figure 25a, there is a significant difference in determined 

thickness of UMZs between two detection windows.  

 

To further address the question how the UMZ are distributed in different flow conditions, in 

Figure 22 the average frequency distribution on modal velocities are presented. In the figure, 

the absolute frequencies of different modal velocity intervals are averaged over the total number 

of detection windows. Idea is to see if there is a difference in modal velocity distribution be-
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tween actuated and non-actuated flow i.e., does the actuation affect the detected modal veloci-

ties. From Table 7 it was already seen that the difference in the number of UMZs is small but 

that there is a difference. Figure 22 shows that this difference is distributed rather evenly over 

the modal velocities and there is no significant evidence of change in the shape of the modal 

velocity frequency distribution. It should be kept in mind, however, that there is some uncer-

tainty especially in the middle part of the graph as was discussed before. Thus, it is not possible 

to make solid statement about the distribution of UMZs across modal velocities.  

 

 

Figure 22 Average frequency distribution of modal velocities, ℒ𝓍+ = 250 

 

As suggested before, a possible explanation for changes in the modal velocity profile is that the 

flow structures follow the moving wall in near-wall region, but further away they are more inde-

pendent of the wall movements. To see, if this explanation has support, next the distributions of 

the locations of the UMZs are investigated. If coherent structures are shifted in wall-normal 

direction, there should be evidence of this in the probability distribution of wall normal location 

of UMZs.  
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Figure 23  Average frequency distribution of the location of UMZ, ℒ𝓍

+ = 250. Locations of UMZ in 
gthe lobal coordinate system.  

 

Figure 23 represents the average frequency distribution of UMZs with respect to wall normal 

location in the global coordinate. The total frequency distributions of all UMZ are divided here  

by the number of detection windows in the data set. All cases show a similar behavior of two 

probability peaks at roughly 𝑦/𝛿 = 0.15 and  𝑦/𝛿 = 0.7. Li et al. (n.d. (in press) attributed the 

first peak to zones associated with the hairpin packets in buffer layer (Adrian et al. 2000) and 

the large scale motions in log-layer (Mathis et al. 2009). Sharp drop in detected zones near the 

wall is most likely to be explained by the resolution of the detection method rather than real a 

physical change in the UMZ distribution. The second peak is a consequence of the cutoff. We 

see that mainly the cutoff takes place at velocity 𝑈/𝑈∞ = 0.9, and from mean velocity profile we 

see that this corresponds to wall distance of around 𝑦/𝛿 = 0.7, which is where the probability 

peak is found. 

 It is seen that UMZs are shifted away from the wall above wave crest and towards the wall 

above wave trough. This supports previously discussed explanatory mechanism of modified 

mean modal velocity profiles. To further verify that this is indeed the right perception, in Figure 

24 the average frequency distributions of modal velocities are shown at certain wall-normal 

intervals. As before, the total frequency distributions are here divided by the total number of 

detection windows. It was noted before in Figure 22 that the overall modal velocities do not 

demonstrate growth, however, if the train of thought above is correct, at given wall normal loca-

tion, the modal velocity distributions are shifted above crest to match the higher location of 

non-actuated and above trough to match lower location. 
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The spacing between intervals in Figure 24 is 0.1 𝑦/𝛿 and they are centered at 𝑦/𝛿 = 0.1,  0.2,   … 

We see a clear trend, corresponding well to Figure 21, i.e., for small wall distances the modal 

velocity distributions are shifted towards lower velocities above wave crest as in comparison to 

the non-actuation case. Above the wave trough, there is a very small shift towards higher veloci-

ties, but this is almost negligible. These shifts are then also supporting the notion of shifting 

coherent structures above the actuated surface near the wall. Further away from the wall these 

differences balance out and no significant difference is shown above 𝑦/𝛿 = 0.4. Close to the 

boundary layer thickness, the PDFs coincide almost perfectly. Clear asymmetry between the 

wave crest and trough is noticed, i.e., the distributions above wave crest are further apart from 

the non-actuated case than the ones for wave trough. This asymmetry is compatible with the 

considerations by Roggenkamp (2017), who postulated that the secondary flow induced by trav-

eling wave prevents vortical motions from following surface wave trough. 

In Figure 24 it is also seen that the distributions of modal velocity remind remarkably normal 

distribution until curves representing intervals 𝑦/𝛿 > 0.6 have significant distortion to this 

trend at 𝑈𝑚/𝑈∞ = 0.9, this distortion can be then attributed to cut-off at TNTI boundary.  

 

 

Figure 24 Average frequency distribution of modal velocity at different y intervals , interval dis-
tance 0.1 × 1/𝛿. Black: nonactuated; blue: wave crest; red: wave trough.  
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(a)  (b) 

 

 

 

Figure 25 Thickness distributions (a) with respect to the wall normal location of UMZ   b) with 
respect to the modal velocity, ℒ𝓍 = 1500. 

 

Besides the intensity and location of uniform momentum zones, also their spatial extent is of 

interest. The simplest method of investigating this is to compute the thickness of detected 

zones. This is naturally very sensitive for any error in determining the boundaries of the zones 

and as so, the results should be considered with precaution. The mean thicknesses of detected 

zones are shown in Figure 25 (a) and (b) as functions of the wall distance and modal velocity, 

respectively. In figures, there is a clear tendency of thickness growing with increasing wall dis-

tance/modal velocity. In Figure 25(b) we see a clear drop to this tendency at 𝑈/𝑈∞ = 0.85 which 

is due to the cutoff of TNTI. In Figure 25(a), this drop is more gradual because of the intermit-

tency of TNTI location but essentially it is due to the same reason. This could be verified by 

looking at scatter plot of modal velocities against wall distance (not shown here), where it is 

clearly seen that cutoff is sharp with respect to velocity but divided into a larger span of wall 

normal locations. Figure 25 (a) compares the thicknesses between two detection windows. It is 

clearly seen that for the larger window the thicknesses are increased. This is in relation to the 

number of detected zones, i.e., with less zones, the flow field is divided to fewer “slices”. It is 

noted that detection window has an effect on the quantitative side of higher order statistics, 

however, the trend of increasing thickness with respect to the wall normal location/modal ve-

locity seems to be insensitive to the detection window size.   

Figure 25 (b) shows the comparison to results by de Silva, et al. (2016). It is seen that the ten-

dency of growing thickness is very similar. When comparing to present results with theirs, there 

are some differences in methods that should be stated. First, methods found in literature fill the 

whole flow field with UMZ, i.e. the sum of all mean thicknesses in a certain flow field is always 

the instantaneous boundary layer thickness. In the present case, there might be areas that are 

not attributed to any UMZ, so the sum of mean thicknesses might be less than the instantane-

ous boundary layer thickness. Secondly, the three points shown in the figure are just midpoints 
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of larger equi-spaced “bins” for which the mean is computed. The difference in total quantities 

can be mostly explained by higher Reynolds number which leads to higher number of detected 

zones as is seen in Figure 19. Again, a higher number of zones means that the boundary layer is 

divided into thinner zones, which is noticed in the figure. 

 

3.4 Two-point correlations 

 
In the previous chapter, the thicknesses of UMZ computed straight from detection method were 

presented. It was seen that the histogram method does not provide a reliable tool to estimate 

the size of the UMZ. The reasons are twofold. First, the streamwise extent of detection window 

must be set to be smaller (or at least very close) than the streamwise length of the smallest de-

tectable UMZs. Secondly, as discussed in the previous chapter and in connection with limita-

tions of the method, the histogram method itself introduces some ambiguities to the determina-

tion of spatial extends of these zones. As a result, a more reliable measure is required. A typical 

tool for studying turbulence length scales is a two-point correlation. Two-point correlation is 

ameasure of linear dependence between two quantities, here first quantity is fluctuation com-

ponent at given reference point and second quantity is fluctuation at some other point, to be 

precise, correlation is computed as a map for the entire flow field. The two-point correlation 

coefficient for streamwise velocity fluctuation component is defined as   

 𝑅𝑢𝑢 =
𝑢′(𝑥,𝑦)𝑢′(𝑥+𝛥𝑥,𝑦+𝛥𝑦)

√𝑢′(𝑥,𝑦)2√𝑢′(𝑥+𝛥𝑥,𝑦+𝛥𝑦)2

 (5) 

Where overline is ensemble average, and u’ is the fluctuating component with zero mean. In a 

similar manner can be defined correlations for all velocity components, but in this thesis, the 

focus is in the streamwise component as UMZ are defined (here) based on streamwise uniformi-

ty. Two-point correlation reaches maximum value 1 at (𝛥𝑥, 𝛥𝑦) = 0.  

Figure 26 shows two-point correlations in streamwise and wall-normal directions. The correla-

tions are plotted at three different wall normal locations, 𝑦+ = 20,  80,  300 corresponding to 

bthe uffer layer, the log-layer and the outer layer, respectively. It is evident that when moving 

away from the wall increases the “correlation length” meaning the distance over which there is 

still significant correlation is increased. More clearly this behavior is seen in wall normal correla-

tions, but it is present also in streamwise direction. These changes can be interpreted as increas-

ing length scales in the flow when moving further away from the wall. In the streamwise velocity 

profile, this is seen as decreasing velocity gradient. 

Most significant changes between the actuated and non-actuated flow cases are seen in the wall 

normal correlations, where especially correlations above wave crest are shown to reduce more 
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rapidly than the non-actuated case or above the wave trough. This implies that the flow struc-

tures above the wave crest have smaller wall normal extents.  

In the streamwise direction, the effect of actuation seems to be the opposite correlation above 

wave crest decaying slower than for non-actuated or above wave trough. This effect is however 

significantly weaker than that in the wall normal direction.  

The combined effect of actuation seems to be flattened and elongated coherent structures, 

especially above the wave crest. Contour plots of the correlations imply in addition that the ori-

entation of the structures is tilted more towards the wall. This is shown in Figure 27, where the 

contours of two-point correlation at the buffer and log layers are plotted. Correlation contours 

reveal the typical shape of coherent turbulent structure that has been reported frequently in the 

literature (for example (ADRIAN et al., 2000; Ganapathisubramani, Hutchins, Hambleton, 

Longmire, & Marusic, 2005; Sillero, Jiménez, & Moser, 2014)). The structure is elongated in the 

streamwise direction. It is attached to the wall in a sense that its wall normal location is as large 

as its wall normal size and it is inclined about 20 degrees from the wall. It should be noted that 

this correlation map does not specifically represent UMZ, but as has been seen, UMZ populate 

large parts of the turbulent boundary layer, for instance spatially larger than high-speed LSMs 

(Saxton-Fox & McKeon, 2017), so it can be considered to be largely influenced by UMZs.  

It needs to be stressed that the plots here are shown at a fixed wall normal location in the global 

sense. i.e. y+ is determined from the non-actuated case and then the same laboratory coordinate 

location is used to form the two-point correlation, this means that the instantaneous wall dis-

tance is different in actuated cases. The reasoning is that the structures are relatively large and 

far from the wall, global coordinate describes them better, as flow patterns away from the wall 

have had multiple different surface wave phases “below” them while being convected from up-

stream. The downside of presenting the data is that very close to the wall the instantaneous wall 

distance describes the flow better and thus the result may be biased in near wall region. 
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(a) (b)  

  

 

(c)  (d)  

  

 

(e) (f)  

  

 

Figure 26 Two-point correlation coefficient in the streamwise (a, c, e) and wall normal (b,d,f) 
directions. a) and b) at 𝑦+ = 20; c) and d):  𝑦+ = 80; e and f, 𝑦+ = 300. 
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 (a) 

 

 (b) 

 

Figure 27 Contour plot of two-point correlation at a) buffer layer 𝑦+ = 20 and b) log-layer 𝑦+ =
80, contour spacing 0.1 starting from 0.3 (the outermost contour) and ending at 0.9 (the inner-
most contour). 

 

 

3.5 Uniform momentum zones and drag reduction 
 

In order to connect uniform momentum zones to friction drag, conditional averaging tech-

niques are employed. Although using the current measurement techniques it is not possible to 

explicitly determine the wall shear stresses occurring in connection with UMZ, this can be 

achieved in an indirect manner. From the literature, it is found that the velocities in the buffer 

layer, just outside the viscous sublayer are still relatively correlated to velocities within viscous 

sublayer (Österlund, 1999). As velocity distribution in viscous sublayer fully determines wall 

shear stress, it is possible to deduce that instantaneous velocities close to the viscous sublayer 

are correlated with wall shear stress. Naturally, as the distance increases this correlation weak-

ens so it is desirable to observe velocities as close to the wall as possible. Here it is important to 

note the earlier findings from turbulent statistics that the streamwise velocity fluctuations in 

PIV measurement are underestimated due to the spatial filtering effect of interrogation window 

grid. This may have an impact on exact quantities, but it is not influencing the overall conclu-

sions from this analysis.  
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The conditional average is a widely used tool in the studies of turbulent structures which can be 

considered as the correlation between the conditioned event and some other flow properties. 

With conditional average, it is possible to study statistical properties of the flow given that some 

conditional event takes place. It is then possible to use the conditional average to link low and 

high friction events to governing UMZ structures. As stated earlier, here we assume that the 

velocity signal just outside viscous sublayer can be used as an indicator of the corresponding 

wall friction signal. When working with conditional average it is important to pay attention to 

the relation between conditioning event and the flow property studied to avoid trivial outcome 

(Dennis & Nickels, 2011).  

First, the conditional averages of buffer layer velocity fluctuation, given that UMZ with modal 

velocity 𝑈𝑢𝑚𝑧 and average wall distance yumz is detected, is presented in figure 26. The purpose 

for this analysis is to determine what are the conditions near the wall occurring simultaneously 

with different types of UMZ structures. Here the buffer layer fluctuation is defined as a 

streamwise averaged term (𝑢(𝑦𝑟𝑒𝑓) − 𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛(𝑦𝑟𝑒𝑓)), where 𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛(𝑦) describes the velocity pro-

file and yref is reference level at which buffer layer velocities are considered (yref
+ = 9 used). 

Streamwise averaging is performed over the same streamwise length that is used for detection 

window. This being said, mentioned buffer layer fluctuation signal should be considered as 

large-scale signal in the sense that it is describing low frequency, slowly varying component of 

the buffer layer fluctuations. 

(a) (b) (c) 

   

                                   
Figure 28 Conditional average of streamwise velocity at 𝑦𝑟𝑒𝑓

+ = 9. Conditioned on location and 

modal velocity of UMZ, (a) NA (b) Crest (c) Trough. Color scheme represents the normalized 
average of the velocity at the reference location. 
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Regarding Figure 28, first some connections to earlier findings are drawn. As was seen with 

modal velocity profiles (Figure 21) the difference between modal velocities and mean velocity 

profile is increasingly negative approaching the wall. In Figure 21, this is seen as increasing dis-

tance from mean.  

All the three figures present similar overall behavior. It is important to note that quantities are 

compared to their respective mean velocity profile in local coordinate system. It is seen, that 

wall normal cross sections are not homogeneous. That is, for given UMZ intensity, the wall 

normal location influences the buffer layer fluctuation intensity. It seems that the positive fluc-

tuations near the wall are intensified closer the UMZ is to the wall, whereas the negative fluctu-

ations are intensified with increasing distance of UMZ. On the other hand, as mentioned, the 

contours behave similarly to the mean profile of modal velocities, so the right way to observe 

this result may be that given a wall normal location, most intense fluctuations are associated 

with UMZ furthest away from mean of modal velocities at that y-location. This would suggest 

that UMZ intensity with respect to mean velocity profile is not best quantity predicting wall 

shear stress but instead the difference with respect to mean profile modal velocities. 

To look at the relation of UMZs and buffer layer velocities from a different perspective, the con-

ditional averages of intensities of UMZ conditioned on the intensity of streamwise mean of ve-

locity fluctuation in buffer layer and the buffer layer velocities conditioned on the UMZ intensi-

ties are presented in Figure 29. The mean of buffer layer velocities in (a) and (b) is taken here 

over the same streamwise extent that is used to detect the UMZs i.e. ℒ𝓍
+ = 250 and in (c) and (d) 

over the whole field of view ℒ𝓍
+ = 1600. 

The standard Pearson correlation coefficient between these two quantities in (a) and (b) was of 

order 0.4 close to the wall and approached zero with increasing distance from the wall, so the 

location of UMZ has a crucial role in its influence on the wall. Findings above also suggest that 

this correlation could be improved with a slightly different definition of UMZ intensity. Never-

theless, it is seen that under a high positive intensity of UMZ, also the buffer layer velocities 

tend to be higher whereas under a high negative intensity of UMZ also buffer layer velocities 

tend to be below mean. This result is compatible with the theoretical considerations of the su-

perposition effect of outer region LSMs on inner region small scales by Marusic, Mathis and 

Huthcin (2010). Another, slightly different interpretation is this could be scale modulation pro-

posed by Zhang and Chernyshenko (2016), though from the current point of view, differences 

between these two are not important. The result is also very much intuitive: under low momen-

tum LSM, the velocity profile is not as steep because low momentum LSM in a way creates low-

speed flow conditions underneath itself. Different flow cases in Figure 29 collapse together quite 

well. This may imply that the interaction between UMZ and streamwise velocities below it are 

insensitive to the actuation, but the location of UMZ is more important factor. 

With longer streamwise average of the near-wall velocities it is noticed that the slope is in-

creased in (c) compared to (a). It is known that the turbulent structures are forward leaning, so 
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the maximum correlation is not right below the structure in laboratory coordinate, this could 

have influence on the difference between (a) and (c) (Österlund, 1999). To investigate this fur-

ther, correlation between UMZ and different streamwise locations should by analyzed. When 

comparing (d) to (b), it is seen that the graphs are quite similar but the lower end in (b) has 

higher gradient. This is however also the area where, there are less data points, so the uncertain-

ty is larger.  

 

(a) (b) 

  

(c) 

 

(d) 

 

Figure 29 Correlation between the UMZ velocities and the buffer layer velocities beneath them. 
a) Conditional average of UMZ velocity conditioned on buffer layer velocities. b) Conditional 
average of buffer layer velocities conditioned on UMZ velocities , 𝑦𝑟𝑒𝑓

+ = 9, ℒ𝓍
+ = 250. Buffer layer 

velocities averaged over streamwise extent ℒ𝓍
+ = 250. c) and d) as (a) and (b) but the streamwise 

average of the buffer-layer velocities is taken over the entire FOV.  
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4 DISCUSSION 
 

In the previous section the results from the investigation of uniform momentum zones and their 

relation to drag reduction undergoing a spanwise traveling transversal surface wave were pre-

sented. In this section implications of those results are discussed and some suggestions for fu-

ture research are made. The discussion is divided into three different main topics. First, drag 

reduction realized with surface actuation is discussed. Secondly, the methodology of UMZ de-

tection used in this thesis is discussed. Thirdly, the relations between UMZ structures in actuat-

ed and non-actuated flow are addressed. 

As has been already shown in multiple experimental and numerical studies, surface actuation 

via traveling surface wave has a drag reduction potential (Wenfeng Li, 2017; Meysonnat et al., 

2015; Roggenkamp, 2017). This result was reproduced in this thesis as well with maximum fric-

tion drag reduction of 4.9% downstream the actuated surface. Consistent with earlier research, 

increased amplitude on the measured range resulted in increased drag reduction. Roggenkamp 

(2017) showed that Reynolds shear stresses are reduced in near-wall region. This was also found 

in the present analysis. Using FIK decomposition, part of this drag reduction could be explained 

by the reduction of Reynolds shear stress terms in near-wall region. To further examine contri-

bution from Reynolds shear, accurate data of the fluctuations very close to the wall would be 

necessary. This would also enable comparison between different friction decompositions as the 

one suggested by Renard and Deck (2016), contains gradients near the wall, which were not 

possible to be sufficiently accurately determined from the present PIV data. 

The method used to detect UMZs in this thesis was based on histograms of instantaneous 

streamwise velocity fields. This method was largely adopted from De Silva et al. (2016). While 

being easy to implement and rather robust with respect to a number of detected zones (this is 

how the method was first used by Adrian,  et al. (2000)), the shortcomings of the method are 

more clear when more detailed analysis of the UMZ is pursued. Especially it was noticed that 

defining the exact spatial domain of UMZ is challenging with the current method. De Silva et al. 

(2017)  implemented the method successfully to study interfacial layer between UMZs but they 

suggested that the accuracy of detecting edges of UMZs could be improved. One of the major 

issues is the highly asymmetric structure of turbulent boundary layer which makes it hard to 

detect the zones in high shear regions. The “noise” in the outer region is easily more significant 

that the “signal” in the inner region, and when the problem is made essentially one-dimensional, 

it is difficult to find appropriate detection parameters for both regions. Another problem that 

arises from this one-dimensional treatment is that even if the modal velocity is accurately iden-

tified, the spatial domain of the zone is not trivial from simply finding out mode. One possible 

aid for both problems would be to work more integrally from a spatial perspective, for example 

by looking at low regions in instantaneous gradients of streamwise velocity, though naturally 

higher order approach would introduce problems with noisiness of the data. Despite the issues 
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mentioned above, it is assumed that method used here is sufficient to support the conclusions 

made in this thesis.  

From the findings on the mean modal velocity profile and distributions of UMZs with respect to 

modal velocity and wall normal location, it is evident that the UMZs are moved with the surface 

actuation. The zones are pushed upwards during the upward movement and pulled downwards 

during the downward movement. This shift is observable to at least wall normal location 𝑦/𝛿 =

0.5, being consistent with distance at which there is still some minor changes in turbulent sta-

tistics. Furthermore, based on the mentioned distributions there does not seem to be evidence 

that the intensity of these structures in absolute sense would change much due the actuation. 

Rather it is seen that the modal velocities above crest and trough are very much like the ones 

above non-actuated flow. In this light noticed changes in modal velocity profiles are attributed 

to a mere change in surrounding conditions to which the zones velocity is compared to. If this 

interpretation is correct, it would imply that UMZ have in sense strong coherence, as it is possi-

ble to move then up and down in the turbulent boundary layer without affecting their velocity 

largely. With access to time resolved flow data, this could be studied by following individual 

UMZ over actuation period. 

Regarding the size of UMZs, the methods presented in this thesis do not provide a straight and 

reliable way to study the exact size of the UMZs. The thickness derived from the histogram 

method cannot be held conclusive and the two-point correlation is not a straight measure of 

UMZs, although UMZs are likely to have a high influence on the final two-point correlation 

map. From the two-point correlations, it was seen that especially the wall normal correlation, 

which is more sensitive to the wall normal location, was modified by the actuation. Namely 

above the crest wall normal correlation length was decreased and above trough increased. This 

is something that one would expect to see if correlation location was moved upwards in case of 

the trough and downwards in case of trough then being compatible with view coherent struc-

tures moving with the wall. 

One possible way to investigate the spatial extent of UMZ would be to compute the conditional 

two-point correlation maps conditioned on UMZ event in given region. A brief attempt to attain 

this kind of information on current data was done, but as it was not very central to the topic and 

the standard two-point correlations do not suggest major changes between actuation and no 

actuation, the attempt was not pursued further. To make conditional two-point correlation 

scheme viable, there are several aspects that should be considered. First, one must determine 

some “central point” within UMZ from where the correlation is computed. Then, as this point is 

different between each zone, the correlation map if shifted to a different location at for each 

zone and this must be accounted for. Also, one must be careful when defining the correlation 

coefficient as it the condition of UMZ changes the distribution from which quantity is taken, so 

that reference point inside UMZ does not come from same statistical distribution as the other 

points. Finally, conditioning of scheme must be done so that it enables variation in the quantity 

investigated. Two-point correlation is a measure of linear dependence so that if the quantity is 
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fixed too tightly by conditioning, there is no variance and the random noise in the measurement 

can spoil the correlation scheme resulting essentially zero correlation everywhere.  

The relationship between UMZs and drag reduction was inspected through conditional averag-

ing. In absence of a direct measure of friction drag synchronized with a structural view from 

PIV, streamwise averages of streamwise velocity component at a reference location in buffer 

layer were used. It was noticed that there is a correlation between UMZ intensity and buffer 

layer “large scale” velocities. Large-scale taken here in sense of low frequency in time. Assuming 

further that these buffer layer velocities are correlated to wall shear stress, it can be deduced 

that UMZ intensities are correlated with wall shear stress such that high-intensity UMZ predicts 

high wall shear stress. This is in line with considerations from the literature on the 

superposition of LSMs on small scales or scale modulation of LSMs (Chernyshenko, Marusic, & 

Mathis, 2012; Hutchins & Marusic, 2007a).  

Equally large slopes (within accuracy) of the conditional average of UMZ intensities and buffer 

layer velocities between non-actuated and average of crest and trough suggest that UMZs have 

an equally large effect on the buffer layer in case of actuated and non-actuated flow. This is 

however average in wall normal direction. The results also showed that there is an effect of UMZ 

location in wall normal direction related, so in future, it would be of interest to further quantify 

these findings. After all, the conclusion proposed above regarding effect of actuation on UMZs 

was that their modal velocity is invariable with respect to actuation, but their wall normal loca-

tion is changed. Then it is possible that this change could have an influence on the buffer layer. 

It should be noted that here only the streamwise average of buffer layer velocities was 

considered so that no conclusive statement can be made on amplitude/frequency modulation of 

small scales based on these results. This is important, as considerations by Chernyshenko, Ma-

rusic and Mathis (2012) suggest that the scale modulation (modulation component that can be 

expected to be seen in streamwise average) is dependent on wall normal distance of LSMs but it 

has been studied less than the amplitude modulation coefficient. Then it would be also of inter-

est to address the issue of amplitude modulation and its possible link to friction drag in connec-

tion with wall normal location of UMZs.  

Something that has been virtually omitted in this thesis are the positive LSMs. In further 

research, it would be beneficial to study these as well in relation to UMZs because given that the 

shape of velocity profile remains unaffected by actuation, wall normal shift of below momentum 

fluctuations implies also a shift of high momentum fluctuations. It has been shown earlier that 

at least in amplitude modulation effect there is an asymmetry between the effect of high and 

low momentum LSMs so this possible asymmetry should be addressed in connection with drag 

reduced flow by the spanwise traveling surface waves as well (Ganapathisubramani et al., 2012; 

Hwang & Sung, 2017). 
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4.1 Summary and conclusions 
 

In this thesis, an experimental investigation on uniform momentum zones in the turbulent 

boundary layer undergoing a spanwise traveling transversal surface wave was conducted. The 

purpose of the study is to find links between friction drag reduction of surface wave and the 

large-scale motions. First, a detection method for UMZs was introduced and implemented. 

Then, the statistics of the detected zones were compared with literature and the implemented 

method was found to produce results consistent with ones in literature. With the verified meth-

ods, various properties of UMZ in flows with and without surface actuation were compared. The 

actuated flow was investigated with the surface wave phase locked data above the surface wave 

crest and trough. From these comparisons, it was found that the mean number of the detected 

zones is reduced under actuation both for the wave crest and trough although the result of the 

difference in mean number of UMZ between non-actuated flow and wave trough is not fully conclu-

sive due to discrepancies in the convergence of the mean. 

It has been noticed that the intensity of UMZs, that is, the difference between the mean modal 

velocities and boundary layer mean velocity profile is increased above the surface wave crest and 

decreased above wave trough in comparison to non-actuated flow when shown in global coor-

dinate system. This was viewed most likely to be due to the vertical shift of phase-locked mean 

velocity profile. 

Dependence between the buffer layer velocity fluctuations and the modal velocities of UMZs 

above was noticed and this was attributed to the superposition of outer region large-scale mo-

tions on inner region small-scale fluctuations. The correlation level was 0.4 close to the wall 

when as a measure of UMZ intensity was the difference between modal velocity and mean 

streamwise velocity profile, but it is possible that quantity better-describing the intensity of the 

given zone is the difference to the mean of modal velocities. Since the buffer layer velocities are 

correlated with friction drag, this means that also the friction drag is affected by the UMZs.  

The experiments and analysis presented in this thesis were conducted at relatively low Reynolds 

number. Considering actual engineering applications, the Reynolds numbers tend to be orders 

of magnitude larger. This is a representative issue for the turbulence research, and majority of 

the publications consider Reynolds numbers much below the ones of typical engineering prob-

lems. Koh et al. (2015) reported based on large-eddy simulations, that with increasing Reynolds 

number the drag reduction by traveling transversal surface waves is decreased. Similar findings 

were made by Hurst, Yang and Chung (2014) for streamwise traveling waves. Regarding UMZs, 

research suggests that with increasing Reynolds numbers the large-scale and the very large-scale 

structures become increasingly important (Smits et al., 2011). This implies increasing im-

portance of the UMZs in high-Reynolds number flows.  
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 Appendix 1 (1/7)

      

APPENDIX 1 

 

Detection algorithm 
 

MATLAB algorithm used to detect the UMZs from two-dimensional velocity data.  

 

clear all 
close all 
opengl software 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%% 
%%Set up the folders 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%% 
flowCase='NA'; 
folderNameData=('C:\); 
folderNameParameters=('C:\);     
folderNameCode= 
folderNameXY=('C:\);     
folderNameMean=('C:\);     
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%% 

  

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%% 
%%Get files and load parameters 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%% 

  
cd(folderNameData); 
filut=dir('*.mat');                  %Read all filenames in directory 

filut=struct2cell(filut); 
files=filut(1,1:2); 

  
cd(folderNameCode)    
%load precomputed parameters ymask:mask to cut the wall out 
%d13:1.3 times BL thickness, dBL:BL thickness  
[ymask,d13,uFree,uTau,dBL]=loadParameters(flowCase,folderNameParameters)

;   
cd(folderNameCode)                                                           
%load spatial grid 
[x,y,X,Y,dx,dy]=loadXY(folderNameCode,folderNameXY,ymask,d13); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%% 

  
%%Initiate result structure 
%Set up structure to save results 
UMZedg-

es=struct('names',[],'N',[],'mods',[],'edges',[],'zones',{},'meanTNTI'

,{});    
counter=0;              %counter used in saving process 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%% Define parameters 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
nu=1.536e-5;            %kinematic viscosity 
rho=1.225;              %density 
c0=0.3;                 %thereshold of turbulent kinetic energy used  
                        %in detecting TNTI(ratio to freestream turbu-

lence)         
Lxp=1500;               %detection window length in viscous units 
Lx=Lxp*nu/uTau;         %Detection window in meters 
numLx=round(Lx/dx);     %number of gridpoints corresponding to Lx 

  
%Histogram and peak detection parameters        
nbin=30;                %number of bins used for histogram 
binning=1/nbin;         %bin width  
minProm=0.2;minDist=0;minWidth=0;widthRef='halfheight';minRelProm=0.0;   
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%% 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%% 
%%Detection 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%% 

  
fprintf('\n') 
n=1; 
for name=1:length(files)      %loop to go trough all the velocity fields 

     
    if mod(name,10)==0        %Show progress of the detection 
        fprintf(repmat('\b',1,n));      % 
        fprintf(num2str(name));         % 
        n=numel(num2str(name));         %  
    end                                 % 

     
    fileName=files{name};     %name of the file to be processed  

     
    %%%%%Load velocity fields%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    cd(folderNameCode)   
    [udata,vdata,uMean,uFlucRMS]=... 
        loadData(folderNameCode,folderNameData,... 
        fileName,folderNameMean,ymask,d13); 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

     

     
  %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  %%Detect TNTI 
  

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% 
    %turbulent kinetic energy field 
    Kloc=100*(1/uFree.^2)*movmean(movmean((udata-

uFree).^2+vdata.^2,3,1),3,2);  

        
    C=contourc(X(1,:),Y(:,1),Kloc,[c0 c0]); %compute the isocontours  
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                                            %corresponding the theresh-

old 
    %%%%% Variable C includes now all the isocountours with level c0,  
    %%%%% see MATLAB documentation to see the structure of output from 
    %%%%% countourc 

     
    %%%contours=[0.98*uFree 1000];                %if TNTI defined by                                      
    %%%C=contourc(X(1,:),Y(:,1),udata,(contours));%streamwise velocity 

     
    %%longest isocontour in C now corresponds to TNTI, next let us ex-

tract 
    %%this contour 

    
    maxcol=max(C,[],2);            %find longest isocontour 
    TNTIlen=maxcol(2);             %length of the longest isocontour 

(cells) 
    [row,col]=find(C>=TNTIlen);    %find the first index of longest 

isocont 
    conx=(C(1,col+1:col+TNTIlen))';%extract the TNTI x data 
    cony=(C(2,col+1:col+TNTIlen))';%extract the TNTI y data 
    TNTI=[conx,cony];              %store the TNTI coordinates 

   
    if conx(1)>conx(end)           %ensure that TNTI data is stored from  
                                   %upstream to downstream 
        TNTI=flipud(TNTI); 
    end 

     
    meanTNTIy=mean(cony);          %mean TNTI location index 
    maxy=max(cony);                %max TNTI location 

     
    if maxy>=max(y)                %check if TNTI goes out of the FOV 
        disp('#####ERROR#####')    %print error message 
        disp('Boundary layer out of the window') 
        disp(fileName) 
        disp('Skipping the file') 
        disp('###############') 
        fprintf('\n'); 
        fprintf(num2str(name)); 
        n=numel(num2str(name)); 
        continue 
    end 
  

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% 

     

     
  %%%Excluding area above TNTI %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  %%extrapolate ends of TNTI to the boundaries of FOV 
    TNTI=[[X(1,1),TNTI(1,2)]; TNTI ;[X(1,end),TNTI(end,2)]]; 
    xy=[X(:),Y(:)];                          %coordinate grid as vectors 
    tDomain=[[X(1,1),0]; TNTI;[X(1,end),0]]; %enclose TNTI to wall (form  
                                             %polygon which has same  
                                             %shape as turbulent BL) 
    [inside,on]=inpoly(xy,tDomain);          %find the points that are  
                                             %inside turb. BL 

  
    uBL=sparse(udata)/uFree;   %iniate fields for turbulent BL velocties 
    vBL=sparse(vdata); 
    uBL(~inside)=0;            %set velocities above TNTI to zero 
    vBL(~inside)=0; 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% 

     

     
 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
 %%Detection loop 
 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

   
    nloops=floor(size(udata,2)/numLx);%number of loops recuired to march 
                                      %down the entire  

    %FOV with stepsize Lx 
    for i=1:nloops 
        counter=counter+1;            %update the saving counter 
        UMZedges(counter).names=fileName;   %save name of the flowfield 

         

         
        sampleX=((1+(i-1)*numLx):1:1+i*numLx);%indeces of  

 %current detect. window 
        uSample=uBL(:,sampleX);               %take sample of u 

  
        %%Now uSample contains streamwise velocities of a single detec-

tion  
        %%window, next histogram of these velocities is built to detect  
        %% the modal velocities and the UMZs 

         
        

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
        %%Histogramm method 
        

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
        %build and store histogram data 
        [NN,edges]=histcounts(... 
            uSample,'binEdges',0.001:binning:1.1,'Normalization','pdf'); 
        %calculate the centerpoints of hist bins 
        centers=edges(1:end-1)+(edges(2:end)-edges(1:end-1))/2;        
        %find peaks of the histogram data 
        [pks,preModal,w,wpx,p]=... 
            findpeaksModified(NN,centers,'MinPeakProminence',...          
            minProm,'MinPeakDistance',minDist,'minpeakwidth',...                         
            minWidth,'widthReference',widthRef,'Annotate','extents');                     
        %%finpeaksModified is as MATLABs findpeaks but with extended  
        %%output. preModal now contains peak locations from histogram, 

        %%this is same as modal velocity defined by Adrian et al (2000).  
        %%Next these modal velocities will be slightly modified. 

         
        %%w is the width of the detected peak, wpx contains the limits 

of 
        %%the velocities considered to be inside given peak  

         
        modal=zeros(1,length(preModal));    %initiate vector for modal

             %velocities 

         

        for jj=1:length(preModal) 
            widLow=wpx(jj,1);               %the lower end of the peak 
            widUpp=wpx(jj,2);               %the higher end of the peak 
            modeSample=uSample((widLow<uSample)&(uSample<widUpp));%all 
                                            %velocities inside the peak 
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            mode=mean(modeSample(:));%calculate new mode from the mean 
                                     %of all velocties inside the peak 
            modal(jj)=mode;%store new mode to list of modal velocities 
        end 

          
        umzEdge=[0];      %Initiate list for edges of UMZ  

         
        %UMZ edge by as in method by Silva et al. (2016) (midpoint of  
        %adjacent modal velocities) 
        umzEdge=[umzEdge (modal(2:end)-modal(1:end-1))/2+modal(1:end-

1)];  

                                                                          

         
        UMZedges(counter).N=length(modal);%store number of peaks (zones) 
        UMZedges(counter).mods=modal;     %store modified modal velocity 
        UMZedges(counter).edges=umzEdge;  %store UMZ edges(as Silva)  
        UMZedges(counter).meanTNTI=meanTNTIy;%store mean index of TNTI 
        

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
        

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

         
        %%Now the UMZs are identified and low order statistics as 

stored. 
        %%Next the spatial domain of these zones is identified. 

         
        UMZxy=struct('index',[],'mod',[]);   %initiate a structure to  
                                             %store the spatial  
                                             %domain of the zones    
        j=0;                                 %keep track on number of 

UMZ  
                                             %within one detection win-

dow   

         
        %%the spatial domain is found for one modal velocity at a time 
        for moodi=modal                      %loop through moda veloci-

ties 
           j=j+1;                

     
           UMZxy(j).mod=moodi;                  %save modal velocity         

           
           colorVar=round(moodi);%(moodi*10-5)/0.5 
           if colorVar<=0 
               colorVar=11; 
           end 

            
           %velocities inside given zone 
           between=((wpx(j,1)<uSample)&(uSample<wpx(j,2)));  
           %call function to determine the spatial domain of UMZ 
           umzArea;   
           %save the spatial domain 
           UMZxy(j).index=sparse(umzAreaLogical);           

          
        end 

       
       UMZedges(counter).zones=UMZxy; %add the spatial domain to  

%result  struct 

       
       visualizeResults;              %visualization function 
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    end 
end 

 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

Function to determine the spatial domain of the UMZ 

   %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
   %%Spatial domain of UMZ 
   %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
   xSample=X(:,sampleX);                %initiate sample grid as vector 
   ySample=Y(:,sampleX);                % 
   xySample=[xSample(:), ySample(:)];   % 

  
   oldArea=ones(size(uSample));         %set up two empty matrces same size 
                                        %as the detection window 
   bruteArea=zeros(size(uSample));      %     
   %%oldArea will contain the final binary map of UMZ, brute area is used  
   %%to start the iteration  

  
   bruteArea(between)=1;                %binary map of vector inside the  
                                        %modal peak 
   contours=[0.5 0.5];                  %set countour level to determine  
                                        %the countours of binary map                

    
   %%compute the contourmatrix 
   bruteC=contourc(xSample(1,:),ySample(:,1),bruteArea,contours); 

  
   bruteC1=bruteC(1,:); %extract first line of contourmatrix  
   bruteC2=bruteC(2,:); %extract second line of contourmatrix 

  
   longClen=sort(bruteC2(bruteC2>20));  %sort and keep only contours with  
                               %length over some extend, 
                               %must be smaller the Lxp. Result is vector  
                               %containing lengths (in cells)  
                               %of contours 
   counteri=0;                           
   loopBruteC2=bruteC2;        %initiate temp contour matrix, this will be  
                               %modified during the loop 
   loopBruteC1=bruteC1; 

    
   %%loop trough all remaining contours STARTS FROM SMALLEST 
   for Clen=longClen           
       counteri=counteri+1; 
       newArea=ones(size(uSample));         
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       longCind=find(loopBruteC2==Clen,1); %find the contour from 

cont.matrix 
       longCx=(loopBruteC1(1,longCind+1:longCind+Clen))';%extract xdata 
       longCy=(loopBruteC2(1,longCind+1:longCind+Clen))';%extract ydata 
       loopBruteC2(longCind)=0;                   %remove the processed 
       loopBruteC1(longCind)=0;                   %contour from contourma-

trix 

  
       %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%remove possible doubble contours%%%%%%%%%%% 
       if counteri>1                                         
           if (length(oldLongx)==length(longCx))             
               if (oldLongx==longCx & oldLongy==longCy);     
                    disp('contour skipped')                  
                    continue 
               end   
           end 
       end 
       oldLongx=longCx; 
       oldLongy=longCy; 
       %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
       %%Make sure that the contour is enclosed. If contour 
       %%hits the boundaries of FOV then continue the contour to 
       %%the wall 
       if (longCx(1)~= longCx(end)) 
           %disp('not enclosed') 
           longCx=[longCx(1); longCx; longCx(end)] ; 
           longCy=[-1; longCy; -1]; 
       end 

  
       %%Now the contour is closed loops.  
       [inArea, onEdge]=inpoly(xySample,[longCx,longCy]);   %find the points  
                                                            %inside contours 

 
       newArea(inArea)=(-1); %attribute all points inside a contour with -1 
       oldArea=oldArea.*newArea; %update binary map of the UMZ. 

        
       %%As we start from shortest  contour and know that no contours can  
       %%cross eachother, we know that we will be working our way outwards 
       %%ie we first find the "holes" inside UMZ and the last contour is the 
       %%final outer edge of the UMZ. Multiplying with -1 makes sure that 
       %%overlapping areas are correctly accounted for i.e. if for example  
       %%if there is a zone inside a "hole" in a even large zone. 

  
   end 

  
   if (oldArea(1,1)~=-1)    %check that the binary map is "right way around" 
       oldArea=oldArea*(-1); 
   end 

  
   oldArea(oldArea==-1)=0;  %convert positive-negative map to I/O map. 
   umzAreaLogical=logical(oldArea); %make binarymap into logicals 

  

 


